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Parvati Rotherham

From: Parvati Rotherham
Sent: Friday, 10 November 2023 9:05 am
To: futuredevelopmentstrategy
Subject: FW: Future Development Strategy now open for Consultation - Spark and Telco's

From: Graeme McCarrison < >  
Sent: Friday, November 10, 2023 8:31 AM 
To: Parvati Rotherham <Parvati.Rotherham@gw.govt.nz> 
Subject: RE: Future Development Strategy now open for Consultation - Spark and Telco's 

Mōrena Parva  

I just realised I missed the date for pu ng in a suppor ng submission on behalf of Spark, Chorus, One NZ, 
FortySouth and Connexa for the dra  Future Development Strategy.  My mistake for mixing up the dates and 
basically just too many compe ng dates for submissions and evidence.   Just wanted to say the following (which 
would have been our submission points) : 

1. Massive thankyou for the opportuni es to workshop and provide early feedback and informa on.
2. The Greater Wellington Future Development Strategy reflects the importance of telecommunica ons for the

greater Wellington region.
3. Nice to see telecommunica ons part of the defini on of significant infrastructure.
4. The Telecommunica ons sub-sec on is really useful.
5. Recogni on of place of telecommunica ons to support the priority areas.
6. Recogni on that reviews of District Plans are required as part of the implementa on of the Future

Development Strategy in collabora on with telecommunica ons providers.  Greater Wellington is first FDS
to make this statement and recogni on the value of collabora on.  I personally have been working in this
industry for now nearly 12 years this is a first.  I and the first value collabora on during the early
development of plans as essen al to good Plan making and saves so much me.

7. The only missing point is about recogni on of interdependencies especially power supply and
telecommunica ons.  Greater Christchurch added, a er our engagement/workshop/submission, into their
FDS the following: Recognising interdependencies in the infrastructure sector, especially between
telecommunica ons and electricity, and acknowledging the role they play in responding to, and recovering from,
natural hazard events.  The importance of this direc on in the FDS is that as we develop and redevelopment
areas and put in new and upgraded infrastructure it is important to think how we build resilience.

I look to con nuing to work with you and the Greater Wellington FDS team.  I hope the submissions have been 
posi ve and construc ve. 

Ngā mihi 
Graeme 
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Graeme McCarrison 
Planning & Engagement Manager 
Technology  
Spark New Zealand Trading Limited 

T +64 9 357 2807 
M  
E  

Level 2, Spark City 
67 Victoria Street 
Private Bag 92028, Auckland 1010 
www.spark.co.nz  

  

This communication, including any attachments, is confidential. If you have received this email in error, please let me know and then delete it - do 
not read, use or distribute it or its contents. This email does not designate an information system for the purposes of the Contract and Commercial 
Law Act 2017.  

 
 
 
 
 

From: Parvati Rotherham <Parvati.Rotherham@gw.govt.nz>  
Sent: Friday, October 13, 2023 1:00 PM 
To: futuredevelopmentstrategy <future.developmentstrategy@wrlc.org.nz> 
Cc: Kim Kelly <Kim.Kelly@gw.govt.nz>; Freda Wells <Freda.Wells@gw.govt.nz> 
Subject: Future Development Strategy now open for Consultation 
 
Kia ora all, 
 
This week we started consulta on on the Future Development Strategy and we’re reaching out to the development 
and infrastructure community we talked to earlier in the year to make you’re aware of this.  Everything you need to 
know is online here: https://wrlc.org.nz/future-development-strategy. 
 
We’d welcome a submission from you or your organisation about the strategy and if you’d like to know more or ask 
questions next week we are holding 2 public webinars that you’re welcome to join.  Information about signing up for 
these is here:  

o Tuesday 17th October - https://wrlc.org.nz/future-development-strategy-overview-webinar (more 
relevant if you’re a newbie) 

o Thursday 19th October - https://wrlc.org.nz/future-development-strategy-dive-into-details-
webinar  (more relevant if you know what an FDS is and concepts about planning) 

 
Alongside the strategy we will prepare an implementa on plan which is currently being pulled together, feel free to 
add feedback in the survey about your ideas for implemen ng this strategy.  We will be tes ng the implementa on 
plan with the development and infrastructure providers community early in 2024, keep an eye out for an invite to 
this later in the year. 
 
If you have any more specific ques ons, please email future.developmentstrategy@wrlc.org.nz 
 
Thank you, 
 
Parva  
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Parvati Rotherham (she/her) | Project Lead – Future Development Strategy 
Wellington Regional Leadership Committee 
Waea 021 932 057|  www.wrlc.org.nz 
 

 
 
ATTENTION: This correspondence is confidential and intended for the named recipient(s) only. If you are not the 
named recipient and receive this correspondence in error, you must not copy, distribute or take any action in 
reliance on it and you should delete it from your system and notify the sender immediately. Unless otherwise 
stated, any views or opinions expressed are solely those of the author, and do not represent those of the 
organisation.  

This email, including any attachments, is confidential. If you have received this email in error, please let me know and then delete it - do not read, 
use, or distribute it or its contents. This email does not designate an information system for the purposes of the Contract and Commercial Law Act 
2017. 
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Parvati Rotherham

From: Leah Murphy 
Sent: Friday, 10 November 2023 11:03 am
To: futuredevelopmentstrategy
Subject: Re: Submission on FDS

Thank you. Sorry it was so very basic! I didn't really set aside the time I needed to make it a good one. But just 
wanted to put in a vote for some important themes!  

Leah 

Leah Murphy (she/her) 
Island Bay, Wellington 

 

On Fri, Nov 10, 2023 at 7:55 AM futuredevelopmentstrategy <future.developmentstrategy@wrlc.org.nz> wrote: 

Kia ora Leah, 

Thanks for your submission this email confirms receipt and we’ll review the submission in more detail over the 
coming week we’ll be collating all submissions into a publicly available report by the end of this month and will 
keep you posted. 

Thanks 

Parvati 

From: Leah Murphy  
Sent: Thursday, November 9, 2023 11:56 PM 
To: futuredevelopmentstrategy <future.developmentstrategy@wrlc.org.nz> 
Subject: Submission on FDS 

Hello  

I’d like to put in a submission on the FDS. 

I am submitting as myself  
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Overall note: as there is no option for “support and want it to go harder” or “do 
not support because it’s not strong enough”, I have been forced to tick 
“support” throughout.  

Q1: vision and strategic direction  

I support the vision and strategic direction but especially the Mana Whenua 
statement of values and aspirations because it’s a very basic start.  The 
direction should have prioritised or weighted objectives, particularly equity 
and emissions reduction, so it was able to start a paradigm shift in how we 
manage urban development.  

Q2: Our plan for where we develop housing… 

I do not support the proposal because it is not strong enough. I wish to see 
the FDS apply a string threshold for considering any free fiends development 
with a focus on minimising new infrastructure and enabling communities to 
reduce emissions. Also there should be a focus on green/good intensification 
near trans sport nodes ahead of greenfields. 

Q3: no comment   

Q4: key infrastructure…  

I do not support the proposal because it is not strong enough. I wish to see 
the FDS apply a prioritisation for infrastructure needed intensification. 

All this assessment should be done by a highly qualified and 
independent third party, such as a region-wide experts’ group 
accountable to the infrastructure Commission or some other 
non-council body.  

Q5: limit or avoid development… 

I do not support this proposal as it seems unlikely that public subsidy will be 
withdrawn for slated greenfield areas.  If it were to be, I would support this 
proposal.  

Q6: iwi and hapu values and aspirations 

I support these and the FDS would do well to take on their ambition.  

Q7: what else is important:  
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Providing for waking and cycling as much as possible!  

ATTENTION: This correspondence is confidential and intended for the named recipient(s) only. If you are not the 
named recipient and receive this correspondence in error, you must not copy, distribute or take any action in 
reliance on it and you should delete it from your system and notify the sender immediately. Unless otherwise 
stated, any views or opinions expressed are solely those of the author, and do not represent those of the 
organisation.  
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I have a submission for the Regional Kai Network and from me personally. It's the second one that I couldn't 
complete. 
  
Ngā mihi  
  
Angela  
  
Angela McLeod 
Community Leader 

 
  
  
Possibly sent outside of your normal working hours (please only reply within yours) and from a 
small device - apologies in advance for any typos (even though the tiny keyboard is QWERTY) 
  
Outlook for Android 

From: futuredevelopmentstrategy <future.developmentstrategy@wrlc.org.nz> 
Sent: Friday, November 10, 2023 12:56:11 PM 
To: Angela McLeod  
Subject: RE: Feedback thwarted  
  
Kia ora Angela,  
  
Thanks for your submission.  It looks like it must have worked I can see an entry from you.  I can send you your 
response on Monday once its been individually extracted so you can check its all there. 
  
Have a great weekend. 
 
Parvati 
  
  

From: Angela McLeod   
Sent: Thursday, November 9, 2023 5:17 PM 
To: futuredevelopmentstrategy <future.developmentstrategy@wrlc.org.nz> 
Subject: Feedback thwarted 
  
Dear team, 
  
I had nearly finished my personal submission when it stopped working.  Granted it was a little after 5, 
however, it would be nice to have the chance to see if what I had completed was submitted. 
  
Many thanks in advance. 
  
Ngā mihi mahana 
  
Angela 
  
Angela McLeod 
Community Advocate, Champion, Supporter | Upper Hutt 
C:  | Website 
  
Follow me on Facebook | Instagram | Twitter | LinkedIn  
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I support flexible working.  It suits me to send this email out of typical office hours - however in supporting flexible 
working I do not expect you to reply outside your regular work hours. 
ATTENTION: This correspondence is confidential and intended for the named recipient(s) only. If you are not the 
named recipient and receive this correspondence in error, you must not copy, distribute or take any action in 
reliance on it and you should delete it from your system and notify the sender immediately. Unless otherwise 
stated, any views or opinions expressed are solely those of the author, and do not represent those of the 
organisation.  
ATTENTION: This correspondence is confidential and intended for the named recipient(s) only. If you are not the 
named recipient and receive this correspondence in error, you must not copy, distribute or take any action in 
reliance on it and you should delete it from your system and notify the sender immediately. Unless otherwise 
stated, any views or opinions expressed are solely those of the author, and do not represent those of the 
organisation.  









WELLINGTON 

Level 2, 29 Waterloo Street 
Lower Hutt 5010 

P.O. Box 30024, Lower Hutt 5040 

P +64 4 576 9644  |  align.net.nz 

13 November 2023 

Parvati Rotherham 
Project Lead 
Future Development Strategy 
WRLC Secretariat 

By e-mail:  future.developmentstrategy@wrlc.org.nz 

SUBMISSION ON BEHALF OF ELECTRA ON THE PROPOSED FUTURE 
DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY FOR THE WELLINGTON REGION 

Thank you for the opportunity to submit on this document. 

Electra, as the electricity distribution company for Horowhenua and Kapiti Coast Districts, understands 

the critical importance of installing the safest and most efficient electrical infrastructure. Electra 

undertakes continuous efforts to improve, extend and replace infrastructure, to ensure dependable 

electricity connections. 

Electrical distribution utilities need to be aligned with the region's growth and future development, to 

this end Electra acknowledges the significance of considering future development pressures and 

trends. We agree with the need for regional guidance on sustainable growth and development, along 

with a strategic spatial plan to steer future development. 

To ensure that the electrical distribution infrastructure is provided efficiently in harmony with these 

growth objectives, Electra would like to submit the following comments regarding the Draft Future 

Development Strategy (FDS).  

The wider context of this submission is the national energy transition from fossil fuels to renewable 

sources (mainly electrical energy) which will require radical changes over time in the quantity of 

electricity to be distributed and used in the region (increased), the quantity of local renewable 

generation (likely to increase, both as grid-scale plants and as domestic / business scale generation) 

MAN 030



and local transformer and storage facilities (likely to increase).  These changes need to be 

accommodated with the FDS process and subsequent spatial and land use planning processes. 

Submission Points: 
1. Support for objectives 

Electra supports the FDS objectives, in particular: 

- Providing for… compact, well-designed towns and cities 
- A flourishing zero-emissions region 
- We have the infrastructure we need to thrive 
 

2. Request the identification of space for utilities: 

Electra endorses the densification of existing urban areas. It is also crucial that the FDS ensures that 

these denser zones allocate sufficient space for essential infrastructure such as larger substations, 

battery storage, and vehicle charging to be developed or implemented.  This can be signalled in the 

FDS but would need to be implemented through district plans or other land use planning instruments 

as well as through district council development engineering policies and approvals. 

3. Electra supports the FDS Preference for Limited Greenfield Development: 

Electra strongly advocates for concentrating greenfield development (both residential and business) in 

a few identified locations rather than dispersing it. This approach would be significantly more efficient 

for service delivery. 

4. Electra supports Future Densification and Development Along Corridors: 

Electra supports regional development along designated corridors, it would also be desirable to allow 

for infrastructure corridors where possible, to facilitate efficient provision of electricity infrastructure and 

other linear infrastructure (particularly transport and telecoms). 

5. Focus areas for Renewable Energy Facilities: 

Ideally the planning for renewable energy generation and storage facilities could be concentrated in a 

limited number of suitable areas (identified based on constraints mapping and consultation) rather than 

dispersing them throughout the region. This more centralised approach should be able to enhance 

efficiency and reduce the overall service costs and potentially reduce environmental impacts. 

6. Promotion of Coordinated Infrastructure Planning: 

The FDS should emphasise the importance of providing sufficient electrical infrastructure to facilitate 

the future development.  Electra will therefore encourage and support the future development process 

where infrastructure planning in the region is coordinated in relation to the development needs. Electra 



also recognises the evolving needs of the region and the necessity for a combination of long-term 

strategic planning and shorter-term decision-making involving various stakeholders. The FDS process 

(or subsequent regional planning processes) should provide forums for these discussions to occur. 

7. Planning for local EV charging and home solar uptake 

The FDS should note the increased demand and time of use implications due to increased uptake of 

EV’s and consider how regional planning can respond to that e.g. the promotion of more home working 

would enable people to charge cars in the daytime with solar generated energy, rather than at night 

during peak use periods.  

Where homeowners are generating electricity, they should be encouraged to use this internally – 

charge an EV, heat their water or home, or store it in their house battery. 

If possible, the FDS could consider how EV charging can be provided for on a regional basis e.g. public 

charging networks / locations and strengthening of the grid for private charging.  

8. Improving Collaboration between Developers, Councils and Electricity Lines Companies 

Electra would like councils to communicate with developers to limit the erosion / reduction of footpaths 

and roadside berm areas in new subdivisions as this is leaving utility providers with very little space to 

install infrastructure.   

Electra would welcome a regional scale review of the issues some councils have introduced by 

installing Geotech drainage mesh around and under footpaths, which makes it difficult to design a 

trench profile and install the required infrastructure and leaves no space for future upgrades or 

additional infrastructure around or through these subdivisions. 

Electra would like to see an improved awareness from Regional and District councils of the limitations 

and costs of underground infrastructure, and why in most cases it would still be a better solution to 

provide overhead lines.  The requirement by some councils to underground all new connections has 

various issues: 

- It is more susceptible to impacts from natural hazards (flooding, tsunami, earthquake) 

- When utilities are undergrounded, it increases the timeframes to find and fix problems. 

- The costs associated with underground in comparison to overhead lines, underground 

lines are 10 times greater to install and much harder and more expensive to upgrade.  

This cost is ultimately passed to residents. 

 

KiwiRail should be encouraged to take their power supply directly from Transpower rather than 

connecting to the Electra distribution network. 



Conclusion 
Electra thanks the Wellington Regional Leadership Committee for their work in this regard and trust 

that the infrastructure requirements for electricity distribution will receive the required attention to 

ensure a sustainable future development model. 

For further discussions on these points please contact in the first instance: 

Stu Horswell 

Network Planning Team Leader 

Electra 

 

Ph  

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 
Bernie Warmington 

Planning Manager – Wellington 
Align Limited 
 







for building the necessary network capacity requirements that will come about because of future 

developments. An uncoordinated or badly timed plan would result in higher costs for consumers and 

create resource constraints while there is a rush to electrify. The FDS will help set the pace for 

networks to build new capacity and how much distribution networks will need to invest. 

2 Consultation Questions 

2.1 Do you support our vision and strategic direction that guides the draft Future 
Development Strategy?  

WELL supports the general theme and strategic direction through four areas that influence the 

investment decisions we will need to make in the future as an electricity distributor. The existing 

network infrastructure will need to increase capacity for more intensified housing; support 

conversions of carbon emitting activities to electrification; build a resilient network to protect against 

natural hazards; and support other infrastructure developments that need electricity supply.   

Providing for affordable housing that meets our needs, and for compact well-designed towns and 

cities 

WELL is impacted mostly by this objective to intensify housing within existing towns and cities. There 

are areas on our network that are forecast to exceed their capacity due to the changing framework of 

energy use. We are developing a strategy for where we may need to upgrade the network and what 

traditional investment will be impacted through the establishment of Distributed Energy Resources 

(DER) and flexibility services1.  

As towns become more compact with intensified housing, the future development strategy needs to 

ensure there is sufficient provision for EV charging, and the infrastructure built is well-timed to 

manage the uptake. EDBs do not have access to low voltage (LV) data where EV penetration is 

occurring due to privacy reasons, and this is a challenge for the electricity sector. With consumption 

data and IP connected devices (participating in flexibility trading/service) like residential EV chargers, 

we can utilise existing network capacity and maintain fluctuations in voltage and demand that would 

otherwise mean a larger traditional investment in infrastructure is required. This is closely linked to 

 

1 Flexibility services are consumers using DER such as solar/battery systems, and time-discretionary demand 
such as EV charging, to provide a service to the electricity market. This could for example include consumers 
receiving a payment from the EDB to discharge their battery during peak demand times to help defer the need 
to invest in upgrading the capacity of the distribution network. 



the second strategic area ‘promoting a flourishing zero-carbon region’ where our submission will 

expand on this.  

Promoting a flourishing zero-carbon region 

A national energy strategy is being developed around decarbonising the electricity sector as part of 

MBIE’s ‘Advancing New Zealand’s Energy Transition’ and WELL believes that the electrification 

implementation of the FDS direction should be guided by the national strategy, rather than trying to 

intensify regional electricity generation that does not align with the national strategy. The Wellington 

region has a few areas of generation opportunities but will still require connection to the national grid 

as this is likely to remain the most cost-effective source of electricity for customers. There needs to 

be careful analysis of the benefits in increasing regional electricity generation against the costs that 

this would impose on consumers, compared to having access to the economies of scale provided by 

the high voltage transmission grid supplying electricity from large generation assets around the 

country.   

The FDS covers the 30 years in which Boston Consulting Group’s ‘The Future is Electric’2 predicts there 

is $22bn of nationwide distribution investment required to meet electrification demands from the 

government's net-zero targets by 2030, $25bn in the 2030s, and $24bn in the 2040s. It is essential that 

WELL can keep pace with electrification and that the regulatory regime allows this to happen. It is 

promising that the FDS acknowledges that renewable gases may have a potential to decarbonise areas 

of stationary energy emissions. As Wellington has the highest concentration of residential fossil gas 

connections in the country, any accelerated exit of gas use may cause price shocks to customers due 

to assets requiring upgrading sooner than currently forecast. The Gas Transition will underpin much 

of WELL’s ability to cater for electrification while maintaining a reliable and cost-effective supply to 

customers.    

Over this time, modelling suggests that a household's electricity bill will remain stable, and their total 

energy bill will decrease by 10-40% due to reductions in fossil fuel consumption.3 A large driver of 

household energy cost reductions and emission reductions will be through having access to an electric 

vehicle. It is important that intensified housing developments provide space and charging 

infrastructure for EVs so that people can have access to energy bill savings. Energy bill savings also are 

 

2 https://www.bcg.com/publications/2022/climate-change-in-new-zealand  
3 https://www.poweringup.org.nz/updates/total-household-energy-costs-will-reduce-with-electrification/  



predicted to come from more energy efficiencies and this is another opportunity for the WRLC to 

encourage energy efficient homes and businesses.  

Protecting what we love  

We support the FDS’s strategic direction to build resilience by avoiding developments in areas that 

are prone to natural hazards, including areas affected by climate change, and prioritising 

developments around existing towns and cities.  

WELL implores the WRLC to undertake early engagement with utilities such as WELL around decisions 

relating to climate change adaptation. This is due to the time lag in investment decisions required for 

electricity distribution, the large cost of those investments, and the risk of stranding assets should any 

decisions be implemented without adequate warning. For example, areas at significant risk from sea 

level rise may still require investment into assets to provide capacity and reliability for existing 

consumers, however those investment decisions can be optimised to minimise the total long-term 

cost to consumers if there is a clear understanding about the adaptation strategy and timeframes.  

2.2 Do you support our proposal to prioritise housing development in our existing towns 
and cities and around our strategic transport network ie around current and future 
transport hubs and routes? 

WELL agrees with the proposal to prioritise most housing developments in existing towns and cities 

ie. brownfields, as this will be less expensive than greenfield development. From a distribution 

network perspective, it is significantly more cost-effective to use existing infrastructure, with flexibility 

services maximising the utilisation of the capacity of those existing assets and targeted capacity 

upgrades where necessary, than to extend the network to provide significant capacity into new areas 

of development.  

We support housing developments around our strategic transport network however, WELL would like 

to highlight the importance of coordination with the electricity sector to enable this implementation. 

For example, the electricity network has capacity at off-peak times and could provide electric bus 

charging without the need to drastically increase network capacity. This can also be matched with the 

demand profiles of other public transport, such as rail, to balance load. Additionally, it is important 

that charging hubs are not at the far ends of the network as this would require reinforcing of the whole 

line to carry the required capacity. 



2.3 Do you support our proposal to prioritise business development in our existing 
towns and cities and around our strategic public transport network ie around current and 
future transport hubs and routes, to provide for sustainable, local employment? 

WELL supports prioritising business development in existing cities for the same reasons as Q2. We also 

want to highlight one of the areas mentioned for development, Judgeford Flats, is currently rural and 

will require substantial upgrade of the electrical network in the area to provide the capacity and 

reliability required to support business growth. Other industrial areas such as Gracefield and Seaview 

have existing infrastructure that is already suitable for business development. 

It is important to have clarity in the funding model for the new projects, especially those in greenfield 

areas, and to allow for better coordination between utilities during the execution of the projects. As 

noted in the draft strategy, the Let’s Get Wellington Moving Transport Infrastructure Programme will 

give utilities the opportunity to replace or upgrade underground utilities. Coordination for this kind of 

work, with adequate lead time to allow for design, funding, and the procurement of materials, will be 

paramount to its success. 

As outlined in our answer to question 2, WELL support the coordinated effort required to achieve this 

outcome. 

2.4 Do you support our proposed approach to invest in infrastructure that is located in 
existing towns and cities and around current and future transport hubs and routes? 

WELL agrees that there are constraints for developing infrastructure and that priorities need to be 

clearly managed for efficient use of resources. It is less expensive to maintain existing infrastructure 

than to extend infrastructure into new areas. However, the strategy proposes “speeding up the 

infrastructure required to enable us to meet our strategic direction” which is a risky approach and 

could result in poorly timed investments that are very costly, or infrastructure being unprepared.  

From a distribution business perspective, WELL is regulated by the Commerce Commission and the 

Electricity Authority.  There are legislative restrictions that can impose additional investment outside 

of the price path reset and, under the current statutory objectives, can be difficult to justify spending 

on additional capacity other than what is deemed necessary. This is because existing customers will 

fund most network investment/reinforcement through tariffs on their electricity bills. If there is 

additional funding by customer group one, they will be subsidising customer group two’s capacity 

needs that leads to cost reallocation and an inequitable outcome.  



As part of our submission for MBIE’s Electricity Market Measures papers4, we have commented on the 

possibilities and challenges for the sector in the next few decades with a focus on flexibility services 

and breaking down barriers for investment into our network. WELL recommends that WRLC use the 

outcome of the National Energy Strategy to influence expectations on the speed to meet 

decarbonisation targets as this is a collaboration of energy industry expertise. 

2.5 Do you support our proposed approach to protect the areas we love by avoiding or 
limiting urban development in areas that prone to natural hazards, land that is highly 
productive or land that contains high cultural or environmental/biodiversity values? 

As a Lifeline Utility, WELL supports a need for resilient critical infrastructure and careful consideration 

for protecting areas prone to natural hazards. It is essential that the FDS considers the relationships 

between infrastructure, including electricity, transport corridors, telecommunications, and flood 

protection, rather than each being addressed in isolation. The result should be a coordinated approach 

to increasing resilience across each of these aspects, combined with measures to increase community 

and household resilience. 

As noted in WELL’s 2023 Asset Management Plan (AMP), EVs could increase household resilience, and 

this should be further motivation for WRLC to support residential EV charging infrastructure in the 

plan.  

2.6 How do you think we can best support the values and aspirations of Māori in our 
region through the implementation of the Future Development Strategy? 

No comment. 

2.7  WHAT ELSE IS IMPORTANT TO YOU? Do you have any other feedback on the draft 
Future Development Strategy? 

No comment. 

 

4 https://www.mbie.govt.nz/dmsdocument/26909-measures-for-transition-to-an-expanded-and-highly-
renewable-electricity-system-pdf  
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  Upper Hutt Branch 

Jointly Committed to Saving the Silverstream Spur for Future Generations 

Wellington Regional Leadership Committee 

Dear Wellington Regional Leadership Committee. 

Our group is seeking the inclusion of a late submission (this letter) under Section 37A 1 B of the RMA 

(or by any other means) as we represent part of the community that enable adequate assessment of 

the Future Development Strategy as all groups will be effected by other submissions made to the 

FDS.   

Our group is made up of  members of the management committees of Forest and Bird Upper Hutt 

Branch, Save Our Hills Inc, and Silver Stream Railway Inc, who jointly over the previous 2 years (and 

individually for many years prior) have lobbied to ensure the protection of the Upper Hutt City 

Council owned Silverstream Spur Reserve from any form of development, with recent efforts focused 

on opposing the construction of a road/infrastructure corridor to service the Southern Growth Area 

(SGA) on the spur, a separate piece of reserve land. 

All three groups, along with a large number of members of the community all made submissions 

during the Upper Hutt City Council (UHCC) Plan Change 49 Variation 1 process, supporting the 

rezoning of the Spur to Natural Open Space, with all but 3 submissions specifically opposing the 

construction of a transport/infrastructure corridor on the Spur to service the SGA. At the hearing 

held in front of the independent hearing commissioners held 27-30 November 2023 , the group were 

disappointed to learn that both Guildford Timber Company (GTC), and Upper Hutt City Council 

(UHCC) submitted to the FDS seeking to include the SGA in the FDS. This is despite the draft strategy 

that our groups reviewed, not including the SGA, and the latest HBA figures adopted by UHCC in 

August showing a sufficiency of housing capacity.  

Aside from the other issues relating to the SGA such as storm water runoff, access and lack of 

supporting infrastructure, and the destruction of indigenous biodiversity, our groups consider that 

while the decision of accessing the SGA through the Silverstream Spur is still being considered, and 

has therefore not been decided, then the SGA should NOT be included in the FDS for the Wellington 

Region. It is also considered, as is stated in the draft strategy, that sufficient capacity exists now that 

the Intensification Planning Instrument has been adopted by UHCC, and in line with the NPS-UD 

policies 1 and 3 in particular, the SGA does not meet the threshold for being included in the FDS.  

Relief Sought: The joint group of Forest and Bird Upper Hutt Branch, Save our Hills Inc, and Silver 

Stream Railway Inc, seek that the Southern Growth Area is continued to be excluded from the 

Wellington Regional Leadership Committee Future Development Strategy and the groups support 

the parts of the strategy that seek to restrict Greenfields development in the Hutt Valley aside from 

what was indicated in the draft strategy. The groups submit that the WRLC reject the submissions of 

the GTC and the supporting submission from the UHCC that seek to include the SGA in the FDS, as 
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Upper Hutt already has more than sufficient realisable housing capacity to meet short, medium and 

long term growth in the city and the SGA does not meet the policy’s required to warrant inclusion in 

the FDS. Rejecting of the GTC and UHCC submissions is in keeping with the group’s objective of 

keeping the Silverstream Spur free from any form of development and keeping it as Natural Open 

Space for future generations to enjoy. 

 

We would appreciate your favourable consideration of this late submission in light of the large 

amount of community interest in this matter over an extended period of time. If this submission is 

included we would appreciate the opportunity to appear at the hearing in support of this submission. 

 

Yours Sincerely 

 

 
 

Jason Durry 

Acting General Manager 

Silver Stream Railway Inc 

On behalf of Forest and Bird Upper Hutt, Save Our Hills Inc, and Silver Stream Railway Inc. 
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To complete 

Multiple question with too many loadings. 

  

Question 4:  Do you support our proposed approach to invest in infrastructure that is located in existing 
towns and cities and around current and future transport hubs and routes? 

To complete 

Is there any real alternative?  Is the question worth asking? 

  

Question 5:  Do you support our proposed approach to protect the areas we love by avoiding or limiting 
urban development in areas that prone to natural hazards, land that is highly productive or land that 
contains high cultural or environmental/biodiversity values? 

To complete 

It’s so loaded.  And answers itself.  Like “motherhood”:  who could object? 

  

Question 6:  How do you think we can best support the values and aspirations of Māori in our region 
through the implementation of the Future Development Strategy? 

To complete 

That is for Maori to say, surely!   

  

  

Question7:  What else is important to you?  Do you have any other feedback on the draft Future 
development Strategy? 

To complete 

NB:  Our major response document attached. 

  

  

 

Click to Download 
Our Central Submission copy.pdf 

23.2 MB 
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Our Central Submission:

1.
• That the Draft FDS is flawed in that it does not treat Waikanae, with respect to the 

subdivision of certain peripheral (peri-urban) lands (which we describe below), 
consistently with the peri-urban areas around those towns in the Wairarapa, 
Horowhenua, and Otaki, where the FDS will in fact allow “some smaller greenfields on 
the periphery where they are well-connected with existing environments”.  

• The situations are strongly parallel, whichever way one may define a “rural town”, with 
the beneficial difference that in our case the need is not for greenfield Intensive, 
urban style, subdivision but simply that KCDC be enabled to retain the present “Eco” 
designation for the area in question and allow conversion (on merits, per normal 
planning processes) from Eco “Hamlet” to fully self-serviced Eco “Lots”.  The present 
Eco Hamlet rules have proved to be dysfunctional on our land — inefficient in 
application (per recent example), not making best use of the otherwise unproductive 
terrain where there is an ongoing demand for building lots of a larger peri-urban kind, 
protective of the broken and ecologically rich environment. 

•  A part of the desirability of keeping this distinctive land available for subdivision is to 
supply for Coastal Retreat (a principal consideration in the FDS).  This must be well-
advanced long before the 30 year hiatus (until the land in question might otherwise be 
made available, as announced in the Draft FDS document).  Retention of the present 
designation, in principle, plus early modification, will also assist toward that related 
FDS Objective, “the region becoming more climate and natural hazard resistant”.  
There are no downsides to early action.

• Similarly, the present condition of the land (already abandoned from farming — it is 
none of LUC categories 1, 2 or 3, is under plague-level rabbit degradation, and 
noxious weed infestation) makes it civically irresponsible to prohibit its inevitable 
future rural residential use for any longer.  Much better things, including proper care 
under small-lot ownerships, can and should start immediately.

2.
• A closely related concern with the draft FDS in these respects is that while it pays 

close attention to the quantum of urban sections required over the next 30 years, it 
does not report equally, or at all, of desirable variety (and therefore choice, as the new 
National Government may take an interest in) across the matters  of space, character, 
and quality of building lots. 

• Very few of those retreating inland, or those wishing to move to Waikanae from 
elsewhere, will be looking for infill sections in the village (even if present Waikanae 
dwellers wish to release their often “treasured” garden areas) or for shared multi-level 
complexes.  (Indeed, for those reasons the FDS’s base calculations as to supply for 
the next thirty years may prove dramatically well short.)  A strong proportion of 
“climate refugees” will be seeking the sorts of properties we proposed.

The case we put (as further detailed below) does provide for those elements of 
variety, choice, and demand for the local betterment of Waikanae and it people.
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3.
• Encompassing the above, the WRLC should, in their FDS provisions, ensure that their 

necessarily broad-brush approach does not unintentionally disable local body 
processes on the finer local considerations for which local Councils are probably better 
equipped.

Appropriate Actions:

That the Draft FDS be modified to provide for Waikanae, as it does for some other rural 
towns, sufficient tools/mechanisms and “authority” for KCDC to then properly consider a 
proposed self -serviced Eco-Lots regime on its merits, for conversion out of the inefficient 
Eco Hamlet status quo, per Plan Change processes.  As other local councils must also 
retain authority and tools to make similarly appropriate Plan Changes.

In its tightest nutshell, we seek:

• assurances or provisions ensuring the current regime covering our precinct (at 
present under “Eco Hamlet” Rules) continue in principle (less the Kawakahia strip, 
but possibly including some similar land on the other, Eastern, side of Ngarara Rd) 
at least over the area mapped red, following

and, more importantly:

• provision be included in the FDS to preserve KCDC’s continued “authority” and 
tools to convert, in this case, the present Eco Hamlet Rules into Eco Lot Rules (as 
we describe them below) on their merits under established Plan Change 
processes.

It would seem quite improper for greenfields considerations, as are the FDS’s core 
concern, to cut off (even as an unintentional consequence) the supply of poor, unused, 
rural land from those who would make the best and most efficient use of it.

Definition:  To be clear, what we mean by “Eco” in this document is “a high sensitivity to 
landforms and their eco features and systems, including advancing global warming 
ameliorations and continued human existence within the ecosystems that make our 
survival possible”.

To set aside a “flippancy”, our case is not based on “greenfields envy” (!).  Rather, it says 
that whatever are good reasons for continued greenfields intensive supply in the locations 
the FDS refers to, there are, equally, very good reasons for the peri-urban Eco Lot regime 
we propose adjoining Waikanae, providing a stable locality for the foreseeable future.
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• to remedy the degradation described
• to facilitate Coastal Retreat (c 1km from the sea)
• to progress Central Government’s policies re increased supply of quality building  

land
• to answer the public interest in:          

• choice, especially for those wishing to retreat into equivalent spaces for the 
open-ness and sea views they will often have had to give up from their coastal 
properties 

• moderated prices

• and which “precinct” would form a stable, meaningful, buffer between ourselves and 
the more  open farmland to our North.

At present the FDS signals no close cognisance of the area we speak of, or perhaps 
others like it:

    • the otherwise uselessness, “inefficiency”, of this potentially eco-housing land base

    • its overwhelmingly not being suited to intensive urban

    • its already part-transition into small lots, for which there is high demand but which  
transition is dogged by the present Eco Hamlet rule shortcomings

    • its community value in providing excellent living conditions for those who wish that 
option.

The unfortunate effect of the Draft FDS in its present form, with respect to this area, is that 
it could be seen as officially indulging in a land-banking (a political red flag?) or an 
unnecessary land withholding and for no future efficient purpose other than the one we 
propose. 

The Draft FDS itself actually appears to support our proposal in its “Priorities for 
Development”.  If the word “Greenfield” is replaced with “self-serviced Eco Lots” in the 
FDS’s following paragraph (e), then our own situation is pretty well described.

"(e) Greenfield developments that are well connected to existing areas in our 
towns and cities and can be easily serviced by existing and currently planned 
infrastructure, including by public and active transport modes, where the location 
and design would maximise climate and natural hazard resilience.”

Our proposal is an advance on Greenfields Intensive (which is not possible anyway on the 
land concerned):  self servicing with respect to both  a) roof water collection with 
ultraviolet filters (the most approved relief for the nation’s depleting and troubled water 
supplies) and b) modern effluent-processing units preceding on-site disposal into 
vegetated areas.  Together a substantial relief to urban servicing.  Also a vast improvement 
on past rural practices.
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Proposed Lot Sizes for the Eco Lots:

(which would be refined by KCDC under normal Plan Change processes; included here to 
illustrate the carefully considered efficiency of our proposed contribution to the national 
housing pool)

    • minimum lot size, 0.2 ha (c half acre) of buildable land (ie, without violating eco 
features, etc, self serviced)

    • minimum average lot size ex existing titles, 0.4ha (c one acre, 0.405 ha).

These figures represent high efficiency on the land we describe.  And they have historical 
standing.  The DDSP of 2012 proposed a 0.2 ha “Eco Hamlet” minimum.   0.2 ha 
generously doubles the traditional “quarter acre”.  It demonstrates that we seek good fit to 
the landforms, not excessive yield.  The 1 acre average minimum per existing title (0.4 ha) 
also appears as a lot minimum in the existing Eco Hamlet rules.  Further, 1 acre (0.4 ha), 
as the average minimum , is more than adequate, in this sand country, for effluent 
dispersal ex modern primary-processing eco-units.

Thus, the smaller lots to fit on more constrained sites (constrained by steeper 
surroundings, eco features, any archaeological sites), the larger to accommodate larger 
eco-features, more broken terrain, and existing homestead curtilages:

• relying on the natural landforms within and adjoining the Eco Lot precinct (water 
courses, wetlands, ponds, flood extent zones, stormwater detention zones, the vast 
Harakeke wetlands adjoining to the West, steep faces in abundance, all unbuildable) 
in order to preserve the Eco and Iwi values intended to be protected by the future 
regime

• and moderating land costs by the consequently increased section  supply

• establishing a buffer/transition regime that is stable (ie, unlikely to require further 
change in the foreseeable future) in our area adjoining the urban zone.

 
In this locality, virtually all of small holdings, there is a real vitality:  land being actually 
cared for, many buildings renovated, one new-build about to begin, the few recent sales all 
rapidly concluded at solid prices.  This is a highly desirable location, non-elite, a perfect 
example of desirable civil existence appropriate to its land type, of the kind a regional 
authority should be fostering wholeheartedly.

Surrounding this excellent base is the virtual wasteland (not at all productive, let alone in 
any meaningful use) as described earlier, begging to welcome more citizens in the same 
availabilities.  It would be a nonsense, and travesty, for those areas to be locked up 
for at least 30 years with then any Greenfields Intensive future still not ever possible (as 
Council has already determined by its existing Eco Hamlet designation in which Land 
Covenants are imposed prohibiting future more intense rural subdivision — see below, 
Related Matters, 1.)  By contrast, under an Eco Lot regime they could be most efficiently 
developed now within the objectives and intentions of the FDS, with future change.
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Transitioning and Buffering:

The land concerned would serve ideally KCDC’s previously desired “buffer” or “transition” 
margin between urban and full rural.  It is not urban and it does not belong within the same 
“set” as the vast bulk of the general rural zone. The heavily treed character of the long 
#340 private drive (top, inside, red zone) stretching East/West between Ngarara Rd and 
the Pharazyn Reserve, separating from the more open country to the North, would well 
demarcate/serve as the extent of a Buffer precinct between full rural and urban.

It is important to recognise that the words “buffer” and “transition”, as used in present 
KCDC’s own planning materials, mean at least two things (needing a sensible balancing, 
between them).

    • One is to block urban drift:

“... as a way of constraining urban expansion north of the Waikanae North   
Urban Edge. This will be achieved by clustering rural density housing around 
large open space areas north of the urban edge...” [that is exactly the area we 
speak of].

    • The other is to transition, meaning there will be a progression, a greater density 
allowed close to the urban rather than farther out into the zone.

Both of these words “buffer” and “transition”, plus the principle of local intensifications 
where appropriate as projected in the founding materials (“... potential for higher density 
through careful and innovative design”, DDSP, 2012, p 4) describe the denser subdivision 
in the area we are speaking of, the Northern sections of Ngarara Rd.  Whereas 304 
Ngarara Rd, “Greenstone” / “Salt Ridge”, has recently subdivided into Eco Hamlet 
exemplars (wastefully and with often poor fit because of excessive lot sizes and balance 
lots, as presently required), our own 0.2 ha proposal, loosened up by eco features and c 
0.4ha minimum average lot size ex existing titles, would make far better landform fits and 
afford more attractive lots for family needs including the Iwi potentialities  signalled in the 
FDS.”

Practically, the twin principle is well expressed in the transition from:
  

◦ the intensive, urban, but self-serviced “Stetson” development at 206 Ngarara 
Rd

◦ to the now Consented Eco Hamlet 304 Ngarara Rd / “Greenstone”/“Salt 
Ridge” (though that development, if actually implemented, would also lock-in 
larger balance-land lots that would have been far better converted 
immediately into smaller dimensions, more sensitively and more stably 
expressing the landforms; better to have been settled into its inevitable future 
configurations, given its close proximity to the  present urban boundary, than 
later require major access disruption and with awkward fits.  Better to go into 
Eco Lots from the start.

◦ thence to properties along the 340 drive (physically adjoining 304/“Salt 
Ridge”) which offer exactly the good fit to its diverse landforms and eco 
features, with adequate open space, sensitive to (and formed around) the 
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provides no specific material on subdivision sizes).  Possibly they are now 0.4 ha 
minimum, 1 ha average, as in the Rural Lifestyle Zone.
        
• Under the District Plan, the Greenstone owners were required, in order to create 3 prime 
sea-view properties (of no less than 0.4 ha each), to balance them with much larger lots on 
the land less lucrative for sales.
       
 • In fact the current Plan says that for every 4 ha of parent land, you can have only two 
new titles (one down to 0.4 ha, the other up to 3.6 ha of “balance” land), leaving an 
average of 2 ha.
       
 • Which balance land can never, under the also required Land Covenants, be further 
subdivided (having become less than the 4 ha required for any new 2 ha average 
subdivision) .  What a waste!  NZ has reached the point where it has to be much more 
careful of its land.  Our proposal would make far better make use of otherwise “limbo” land 
while at the same time respecting/enhancing eco and Iwi values.
        
 • In the Greenstone case, the three apparently balance lots, in fact of themselves 
insufficient for Compliance, are of:
      0.88 ha 
      3.05 ha 
      1.99 ha
occupying 5.92 ha of land otherwise very suitable for minimum 0.2 ha lots at more 
affordable prices, but which apparently can never now be made available to the more 
“affordable” market, although “affordability” has always been an objective from the 
foundational planning documents, 2012, to and reinforced by the new Governmental 
imperatives!
        
• Those “balance" lots on “Greenstone” / “Salt Ridge” include land highly suitable for 0.2 ha 
titles on a nicely varied landscape without any significant “Eco” features except those 
easily protected within smaller lots.  So that, in place of the 3 “balance” lots, there could 
have been many attractive lots on land without Eco features except those easily protected.
        
• Perfect for the lower-priced sector of coastal retreat.
        
• All this on land not suited for intensive urban (much is very steep) but ideal for Buffer/
Transition purposes.
 
While in many ways an attractive subdivision, Greenstone/“Salt Ridge” stands as a sharp 
example of how the Eco Hamlet “balance" provisions applied very close to the city might 
check creeping development but only in the most wasteful way, denying the more 
affordable market. The buffer concept can be better achieved as we have outlined:

• supplying the more affordable market instead of having suitable land locked up 

• creating a buffer better for its greater stability

• eliminating the inefficiency and disturbance of any conceivable later conversions into 
smaller lots.
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In the case of 340 Ngarara Rd, by contrast to Greenstone / “Salt Ridge” next door, it is 
possible to supply the mixed market (with ideal, permanent, access) for a stable long-term 
solution in a way highly compatible with Eco and other qualities, not requiring future 
reconfiguring as will eventually (the complication of Land Covenants aside) need to be the 
case with “Salt Ridge”.  There are other properties with similar configurations to #340.

_________________________

Note:  None of the above is a criticism of the Greenstone developers and their planners. 
What they have done is what the existing District Plan pointed them to do.

_________________________
 

4. Hills and Hollows:

There is a further tension in the District planning materials between, on the one hand, 
seeking to protect the richer hollows (eg, between dunes) for agriculture if extensive 
enough and, on the other, encouraging building in hollows, not on hills. Both of these 
different objectives have been stated in the planning materials over time.

Our own situation along the #340 private drive points to the sensible outcome. The only 
peaty bottom land, on 340C, is now frequently under water, cannot be used for 
horticulture.  It is classed as a Flood Extent zone and cannot be built on. And of course all 
present buildings are on higher ground.  In the wider areas under discussion there is no 
lower ground under agricultural or horticultural production — most is pond or swamp, ideal 
for sustained biodiversity,

That’s the hollows.  So why would there be the present policy disposition against building 
on hill/knoll/ridge tops? That is in fact where humans historically have tended to build, 
Tangatawhenua not least. And except where there are very cold winters or places of high 
winds, that is where the Hamlets of Europe have tended to be. And are greatly admired for 
their beauty — the fabled hill towns of Italy, France, Germany, etc, etc. And are where 
Maori have typically built Pahs unless closer to lower access for kaimoana, etc. And are 
where the good citizens of Waikanae have chosen wherever available (the slopes of Hemi 
Matenga, the Estuary area, all along the coastal ridge dunes). AND where the settlers of 
rural Ngarara Road have built where given choice and a free hand — examples of 
dwellings on knolls show all along the rural sections of that road. As was atop Harakeke 
originally.  An historical preference that might have begun as a defensive measure and/or 
historical advantage is now in our emotional and aesthetic genes, is deeply cultural. To say 
nothing of safety from flooding. Plus it is exactly on the higher ex dunes of our own locality 
that the ground is least productive.

A reasonable planning conclusion is to allow building platforms according as the specifics 
of each property best indicate (and as consistent with other particular desiderata as set out 
in the Rules).

5. “Sensitive Ridge”, Harakeke Wetlands Frontage:
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We hold a fully illustrated paper showing the “Sensitive Ridge” to be a fanciful creation:  
inconsistent with all that surrounds it East and West, including with Consented Greenstone 
/ “Salt Ridge” frontage lots on its lower, and bare, seaward ground; inconsistent with its 
well-utilised pre-European past; utterly undermined by the huge technological tower now 
on permanent title; in fact grossly inferior to the 340A model next door, heavily vegetated, 
able to contain eco and culturally sensitive dwellings  well masked within its plantings, 
increasingly blending into the newer indigenous plantings around the Pharazyn Ponds.
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From: Richard Burrell   
Sent: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 11:56 AM 
To: Parvati Rotherham <Parvati.Rotherham@gw.govt.nz> 
Subject: Re: Future Development Strategy  

Yes please I will speak 

From: > 
Date: Wednesday, 1 November 2023 at 11:21 AM 
To: Richard Burrell  
Subject: RE: Future Development Strategy  

Thanks for your submission, Richard, we appreciate the feedback.  
wanted to speak to your submission at the hearing on 11th December.  The hearing is an opportunity 

-10mins. 

Thanks 

 

From: Richard Burrell   
Sent: Wednesday, November 1, 2023 10:59 AM 
To: Parvati Rotherham <Parvati.Rotherham@gw.govt.nz> 
Subject: FW: Future Development Strategy  

 

Here is my submission: 

There was a big push for a Petone to Grenada (P2G) link road and cross valley link. Since 
then a lot more has been said about the threat of rising sea levels, Tsunami’s, earthquakes 
and the cost of these road options.  

Please reconsider other options. I suggest a link road from Kelson to James Cook 
Drive/TMG intersection (K2J), will achieve many more benefits than P2G, across manifold 
interests.  

1. Kelson/Kennedy Good traffic lights need to be replaced with an interchange. A K2J
interchange as part of a link road would save the cost of an interchange at Petone
and bring forward the desperate need for an interchange
at the Kelson Lights.

2. K2J was identified 20 years ago as the best route for an east west link. The
recommendation was for it to immediately follow the completion of the Transmission
Gully highway. This institutional knowledge was
discovered by Chapman Tripp and can be reaffirmed if necessary.

3. A K2J route would open up a lot more hinterland as a solution for many of the
biggest challenges the region faces than P2G would. In time it would also provide
access to the land between Kilmister Block and SH58.
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4. P2G would add to the Petone bottleneck, whereas K2J would be a shorter and more 
direct East/West route for those living in the areas with the greatest urban growth, 
being the high density developments in Norther Lower  
Hutt and in Upper Hutt. 

5. HCC Plan Change 56 is creating more intensification of housing in the northern end 
of Lower Hutt than the southern, including over 200 homes approved in a single 
Avalon development. Old transport modelling needs to be  
redone now the National Policy Statement on Urban Development (NPS-UD)  has been 
applied across the Hutt Valley. 

6. Go to this link to see photos and a video which discusses the k2J option in more 
detail. 

 
The Wellington Region has a shortage of land for affordable housing, business parks, 
distribution hubs, and needs a greater urban resilience plan against the threat of the BIG 
earthquake, Tsunami’s and rising sea levels.  
Between Kelson, Lower Hutt and Porirua city is the Kilmister Block, 1870ha of low-quality 
grazing land owned by the Crown, Hutt City Council and the Regional Council.  
This land is not accessible by road, but it could be with an ‘East West link Corridor’ from 
Lower Hutt to Porirua. Wherever the east west link road goes, it would make sense that the 
road be much more than just a transport route, it  
could be the access to 1,800ha of public land plus near as much private land.   
  
The Vision Statement 
The Kilmister Block is a unique opportunity to create a Comprehensive Development Plan of 
1,870ha into an area for urban growth that would also preserve the native bush and make 
this regional recreation park more accessible. 
A Kilmister Project would demonstrate that Wellington is open for business on a sustainable 
platform that exceeds all the other growth options, and it could be an incredible example to 
the rest of NZ of how to plan and grow in a  
sustainable and complementary way with existing networks and infrastructure. 
This is a bold project, but the benefits would address the housing shortage for the next 50 
years and stem the outrageous growth in property prices which will return sooner than is 
best for NZ.  
The opening of the Transmission Gully highway is driving growth up the Kapiti Coast and 
putting pressure on the zoning of Wellingtons agricultural food basket land. If we don’t do 
something as bold as expanding into the  
Kilmister Block, Wellington’s growth will by default spawl up the Kapiti Coast and into the 
Horowhenua. 
The Kilmister Block is central to Wellington, Porirua, Lower and Upper Hutt and offers an 
opportunity to showcase that garden city urban development is still possible in the 21st 
century. It would complement and utilise the  
established services, facilities and community activity in the region and provide the resilience 
plan everyone is desperately looking for. 

• Greenfield development for 30,000 affordable homes. 
• Business parks for technology, distribution and other expansion. 
• Transport and other resilience against all the major Wellington region threats. 
• Access to native reserves and recreation parks. 
• It’s not just about the money, but we need money and this could earn over $100 

million per year through the life of the development of this housing and business 
growth plan, if population growth demands it. 

• This model could net the region $15 billion in profit if 30,000 homes are built and 
sold. At just 200 homes per annum, it would feed $100 million* back into the 
Wellington region every year. 

  
 Wainuiomata second access and alternative cross valley route 
HCC is currently reviewing its District Plan and is likely to rezone the rural land in Norther 
Wainuiomata to residential, which will create potential for 1,700 homes. A second road into 
Wainuiomata is likely. The two attachments make a good case for the second access to 
be Wainui to Naenae. Beyond all the benefits to the infrastructure in both communities, this 
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would also create a 5km route from Wainui to Kelson and if K2J goes ahead, only another 
6.2km’s to TMG. 
 

 
Richard 
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Kia ora Simon,  
  
Thanks for your written submission.  I appreciate the time taken to provide us your thoughts. I would like to confirm 
if this a submission in writing only or whether you were intending to speak to the submission. 
  
Please let us know.  We’ll be reviewing this submission along with the others and preparing our report for the 
committee by end of November. 
  
Thanks 
  
Parvati 
  

From: Simon Byrne   
Sent: Thursday, November 2, 2023 9:25 PM 
To: futuredevelopmentstrategy <future.developmentstrategy@wrlc.org.nz> 
Subject: Submission on the FDS 
  
Hello, 
Please see my submission on the FDS, which fyi will also provide the basis of my submission on the proposed 
Wairarapa Combined District Plan. 
  
Rgds 
  
Simon 
  
PS it would help if the alternatives to using the online feedback/submission process were made clearer on the 
haveyoursay website! (eg email address and/or mailing address) 
  
  
ATTENTION: This correspondence is confidential and intended for the named recipient(s) only. If you are not the 
named recipient and receive this correspondence in error, you must not copy, distribute or take any action in 
reliance on it and you should delete it from your system and notify the sender immediately. Unless otherwise 
stated, any views or opinions expressed are solely those of the author, and do not represent those of the 
organisation.  
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Submission on Wairarapa-Wellington-Horowhenua Future Development Strategy 
(FDS)
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A MASSIVE subdivision planned at Solway in south Masterton will be one of the largest seen in the town for more 
than a decade.
It has been lodged with the Masterton District Council for planning approval and is subject to public submission, 
currently being advertised.
Submissions close March 30.
More than 15ha of farmland, already zoned residential, bordering Solway Crescent, South Belt, Hood aerodrome 
and the Waingawa River, is to be subdivided into 117 sections.
To access the new houses, three new roads will be constructed.
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The proximity of the aerodrome mean buildings will be restricted to 10m in height.
The council has already approved the first 10 lots off South Belt with the remaining to be developed over six stages, 
expected to take around 10 years.

 

Theoretical has 2256 realisable identified in upper plain but there is nowhere this number possible under the 
proposed plan with just the cashmere FUZ in that area and the rest HPL. Would have to be greenfield. 

Another 1563 in Lansdown East but only Gordon St is planned there. 
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Ia Ara Aotearoa Transporting New Zealand Incorporated 
submission to Wellington Regional Leadership Committee on the 
draft Future Development Strategy 
 
 

1. Representation 

 
1.1 Ia Ara Aotearoa Transporting New Zealand Incorporated (Transporting New 

Zealand) is made up of several regional trucking associations for which 
Transporting New Zealand provides unified national representation. It is the peak 
body and authoritative voice of New Zealand’s Road freight transport industry 
which employs 32,868 people (1.2% of the workforce) and has a gross annual 
turnover in the order of $6 billion. This is part of a wider transport sector that 
employs 108,000 people, or 4 percent of the country’s workforce and contributes 
4.8 percent of New Zealand’s GDP1. 
 

1.2 Transporting New Zealand members are predominately involved in the operation 
of commercial freight transport services, both urban and inter-regional. These 
services are entirely based on the deployment of trucks both as single units for 
urban delivery and as multi-unit combinations that may have one or more trailers 
supporting rural or inter-regional transport.  

 
1.3 According to Ministry of Transport (MOT) research (National Freight Demands 

Study 2018) road freight transport accounts for 93% of the total tonnage of freight 
moved in New Zealand or about 85% of the surface freight activity measured in 
tonne-kilometres.   
 

2. Introduction 
 

2.1 Transporting New Zealand provides sector leadership and believes we all need to 
operate in an environment where the following must be managed to ensure:  
 

 The safety and wellbeing of our drivers and other road users 
 The minimal impacts of transport on our environment 
 The transport of goods by road is economically feasible and viable and it 

contributes the best way it can to benefit our economy.   
 

2.2 Transporting New Zealand welcomes the opportunity to comment on Wellington 
Regional Leadership Committee’s draft Future Development Strategy (FDS). 
 

2.3 Bearing in mind that regardless of even the most optimistic modal share shifts to 
coastal shipping and rail occurring, given they carry such a relatively small 
amount now, in thirty years’ time it seems highly likely that society will still be 
heavily reliance on freight moving by road growth.  

 
2.4 Furthermore, given the relatively short distances between the Wairarapa, 

Wellington and Horowhenua regions, most freight movements between these 
regions will be undertaken on road.  

 

1 Transport factsheet (mbie.govt.nz) 
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2.5 A resilient and reliable road network which has the capacity to accommodate the 
growth, particularly on strategic freight routes, will be key to regional economic 
growth. 

 
2.6 The predominant lens and the scope of our submission are the impacts and risks 

associated with commercial (road freight) traffic and the economy that traffic 
serves.  
 

3. Question 1: Vision and strategic direction of the FDS   
 

3.1 We are unsure of the vision because it speaks more about our behaviours as we 
go about seeking goals rather than the setting of any objectives or aspirational 
goals or outcomes.  
 

3.2 At face value, the notion of us being responsible ancestors appears laudable 
however, we do have concerns about how well we really understand the long-
term impacts of our actions and therefore we question the degree of certainty that 
we will have in being confident our future actions do not compromise the ability of 
future generations to meet their own needs. Our lack of progress to date to make 
a significant impact on better managing climate change is one such example.     

 
3.3 Of the 5 proposed priorities, we have no hesitation in agreeing with those related 

to  affordable housing, resilience, infrastructure and employment. 
 

3.4 In regard the proposed priority of promoting a zero-carbon region, we are not 
against this as it is commendable, However we believe there needs to be more 
robust discussion and debate about the associated barriers and trade-offs to 
achieve that. 

 

4. Question 2: the plan for where we develop housing 
 

4.1 We agree that the majority of growth over the next 30 years should occur within 
boundaries of our current towns and cities. 
 

4.2 We urge planners to ensure that as our town and cities grow, they carefully 
consider freight movement between those areas and the deliveries and services 
undertaken by trucks. For example, we recommend providing heavy vehicle by-
passes rather than having them crawl through heavily pedestrianised main 
streets. Without by-passes, as growth occurs and trucks move through more 
densely populated areas, there will be increasing risk to safety and the 
environment. Similarly, in high-density, populated areas, careful strategic thought 
needs to be given to enable activities requiring trucks, such as rubbish collection 
and the delivery of house construction materials.        

 

5. Question 3: the plan for where we develop business land    
 

5.1 In principle we support concentrating business development in existing urban 
areas and rural towns. 
 

5.2 To further support the proposed development around Tararua South Road, Levin, 
we believe the State Highway 1 upgrade from Otaki to north of Levin  (O2NL) 
should be given priority for completion as this will provide greater road network 
resilience.     
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5.3 We are relieved good progress is being made with the -Tararua 

Highway as that will provide better access and resilience from the north to the 
proposed  Waingawa development near Masterton. We would however also 
expect and envisage commitment to significant improvement of the road over the 
Remutakas as that is currently unreliable and remains challenging.        

 
 

6. Question 4: the plan for infrastructure to support development     
 

6.1 We support the approach to maximise the current and planned infrastructure in 
the most efficient ways possible.    
 

6.2 However, we are concerned by the 30-year outlook as in many cases the current 
infrastructure has little, if any, spare capacity. 

 
6.3 Page 18 of the draft FDS Consultation Overview Document  refers to unlocking 

the development potential of public transport including rapid-transit-oriented 
corridors to enable mode shift, and also says:  “We cannot afford all the 
infrastructure required”. In principle we agree that improved public transport has a 
role to play in better managing growth however, we do not believe there has been 
enough quality analysis to identify how public transport should be improved. 
There has been far too much uncertainty with the planning of mass rapid 
transport in Wellington for us to have any confidence that this will be a good 
return on investment and given the acknowledgement in FDS that we cannot 
afford all the infrastructure required, we have significant concerns and urge 
caution with any further progress.   

 
6.4 Furthermore, given the affordability issue, and being mindful that central 

government has floated the idea of potential new funding streams or more 
innovative ways of collecting revenue, we believe the FDS should consider 
similar.       

 
7. Question 5: the plan where to limit or avoid development in our region     

 
7.1 We agree and support the proposal to ensure communities are safe from 

significant natural hazards. We presume this work will include and underpin 
efforts to making strategic transport routes more resilient. 
 

7.2 On the proviso a balanced and reasonable approach is taken, we also agree and 
support that regional growth avoids creating new risks. History has shown us with 
the Resource Management Act that a sensible balance must be undertaken when  
considering risks and those risks need to be kept in perspective and respective 
context, otherwise this could be a major barrier to growth and the pace of it.    
 

 
8. Question 6 : reflecting iwi and hapu values and aspirations   

 
8.1 We agree with iwi and hapu values and aspirations being reflected. 

 
 

END 
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living in the region without a decent home. Official figures show that about 2,500 applicants in 
the Wellington Region have a serious or greater need for housing2. 

Read from that point of view the Housing and Business Development Capacity Assessment 
(HBA) that informs the FDS does not comply with the National Policy Statement–Urban 
Development 3.23(2). Perhaps there are some demographic categories implied in the current 
categories for housing types but they do not reach the standard of specificity of the illustrations 
in the NPS–UD. 

At the very least the FDS should advance the framework in the Regional Housing Action Plan 
(RHAP) by including: 

 Estimates of current provision and need for assisted and supported housing 

 Goals and objectives that relate the estimates to neighbourhood development and 
redevelopment 

 Direct links to the regional housing dashboard to report the unmet need for a decent 
home. 

Organisations 

There are potential sources of relevant information. For example Health NZ (previously Capital 
Coast Health District Health Board) is well placed to make an ‘evidential contribution’ to 
estimates of need for housing for people with enduring mental illness3. To the best of our 
knowledge it has not done so. In our opinion that is a useful starting point for refining the 
information already available from the Ministry of Social Development. 

It is inappropriate and unrealistic to rely on Community Housing Providers to compile estimates 
of or respond to the total unmet need although this seems to be an implication in the current 
approach of the WRLC. However the sector, with Locality Health Networks, could contribute 
useful insights related to meeting those needs. As far as we know there are 27 Community 
Housing providers in the region with about four providing emergency and/or transitional 
housing4. That provides a manageable basis for some regional monitoring. 

 

 
 

Convenor 
 

 

                                                 
2  https://www.msd.govt nz/about-msd-and-our-work/publications-resources/statistics/housing/housing-register html  

accessed 30 October 2023 total includes Horowhenua TLA. We have requested additional information about the 
number of people affected.  

3  ‘Review of the care and treatment provided to five persons who attended the CCDHB Mental Health, Addictions and 
Intellectual Disability Services’ (July 2016) Mellsop, Hamer and Haitana. See also the subsequent inquests conducted 
by Coroner Robb. 

4  https://nzccss.org nz/nzccss-housing-and-support-providers-tool/  
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Auckland Office, Level 3, 12-18 Normanby Road, Mt Eden, Auckland 1024
Private Bag 92644, Symonds Street, Auckland 1149 Phone: +64 9 632 9400

Submission on the draft Wairarapa -Horowhenua Future Development
Strategy 2023

To:

From:

Date:

Subject:

Wellington Regional Leadership Committee 

Jayne Taylor-Clarke (Acting Director Land Investment and Planning, Ministry of 
Education) 
9 November 2023 

Submission on the draft Wairarapa -Horowhenua Future
Development Strategy 2023

1. Background

This is a submission to the Wellington Regional Leadership Committee (WRLC) on the draft Wairarapa-
Horowhenua Future Development Strategy 2023-2073 (the draft FDS).

The Ministry of Education (the Ministry) is the Government’s lead advisor on the New Zealand education 
system, shaping direction for education agencies and providers and contributing to the Government’s goals 
for education. The Ministry assesses population changes, school roll fluctuations and other trends and 
challenges impacting on education provision at all levels of the education network to identify changing needs 
within the network so the Ministry can respond effectively. 

The Ministry has responsibility for all education property owned by the Crown. This involves managing the 
existing property portfolio, upgrading and improving the portfolio, purchasing and constructing new property to 
meet increased demand, identifying and disposing of surplus State school sector property and managing 
teacher and caretaker housing. The Ministry is therefore a considerable stakeholder in terms of activities that 
may impact on existing and future educational facilities and assets in the Wairarapa- Horowhenua
region.

2. Overarching Comments

The Ministry holds several key roles as Crown Agency, provider/developer of additional infrastructure and 
landowner relating to the provision of social infrastructure across the education system. In order to plan for
education requirements to support well-functioning urban environments, the Ministry seeks to understand the
likely location, quantum, timing and type of growth in the region. The draft FDS is a key document to assist 
the Ministry in our planning. 

The Ministry has valued the opportunity afforded by the partnership to be involved in the development of the
draft FDS and thanks the WRLC for the opportunity to make a submission on the draft FDS. 

The Ministry looks forward to continuing to work with the WRLC partners in the development of the 
Implementation Plan for the draft FDS, subsequent plan-making processes including structure plans, and 
any future Regional Spatial Strategy. 
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The purpose of our submission is to broadly support the draft FDS and to seek clarification or amendments
on a number of matters.

3. Part 1 – Statement of iwi and hapū values and aspirations for urban development

The Ministry acknowledges the importance of Te Tirohanga Whakamua as a collective statement of iwi and 
hapū values and aspirations for urban development in the region.  The Ministry acknowledges that Te 
Tirohanga Whakamua has informed the draft FDS, as required by the National Policy Statement on Urban 
Development (NPS UD), and that it will inform future work carried out by the WRLC.

Relief sought: Retain Part 1 as notified.

4. Part 2 – Where, when and how will we develop

The vision of being responsible ancestors and promoting a compact urban form to create a low-emissions 
and climate-resilient future is supported. The strategic direction to deliver the vision is also broadly 
supported. The ability to deliver on the vision and strategic direction will require a clear and effective 
Implementation Plan, and a continued strong partnership amongst WRLC.

The Ministry broadly supports the approach set out in the draft FDS which would ensure that urban growth is 
located in areas suitable for development whilst avoiding growth in areas which are constrained (such as 
through natural hazards, or environmentally sensitive areas - wāhi toitū/wāhi toiora).  It will be important in 
implementing the FDS to be clear about how decision-making will occur in relation to wāhi toitū and wāhi 
toiora areas. This may require further regulatory response through district or regional plans / policy
statements.

Diagram 7 on page 33 provides a good summary of how the FDS will prioritise development areas and the 
Ministry is broadly supportive of the approach to prioritisation. Again, it will be important in implementing the
FDS that the prioritisation of growth areas across all of the partner councils is consistently applied.  The 
prioritisation criteria outlined in Diagram 7 should be applied to out-of-sequence or unanticipated 
development proposals as well. Ensuring that this is reflected in subsequent plans and policy statements is 
particularly important to provide certainty for infrastructure providers.  

Diagrams 8-11 provide a succinct and clear spatial outline of the prioritised settlement pattern.  As outlined in 
the draft FDS, given that there is already significant residential capacity enabled in existing district plans, the 
challenge will be to ensure that over time the vision and strategic direction for the region can be met by 
ensuring growth is directed into these priority areas.  It is noted on page 39 that about 40% of development 
will be contained within the prioritised areas, and 60% within existing residential areas as intensified 
residential development.  The challenge for the partnership will be to ensure that the appropriate planning is 
undertaken in order to ensure that the incentives to provide high quality intensified development are not 
undermined by opening up large new greenfield areas where the strategic direction of the draft FDS cannot 
be met.

The Ministry has some concerns about the level of uncertainty there is for infrastructure providers when 
assessing the likely location, quantum, timing and type of growth in the region. This creates uncertainty 
regarding where and when investment will need to occur in the schooling network. It will be critically
important to ensure there are strong and consistent implementation measures by councils across the region
aligned with the FDS if the vision and strategic objectives of the FDS are to be met.
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Relief sought:
Retain Part 2 as notified except to the extent necessary to address points raised in this submission;
Ensure the Implementation Plan contains detail of how development proposals in wāhi toitū and wāhi
toiora areas will be managed – for example through district / regional plan / policy statement changes;
Clarify that the prioritisation criteria in Diagram 7 will also apply to out-of-sequence / unanticipated
development proposals;
Support the intention to undertake further work on ensuring good outcomes in terms of intensification
and ensure that the strategic direction set in the draft FDS is not undermined by significant greenfield
growth beyond the prioritised areas;
Ensure the Implementation Plan clearly outlines actions to ensure a consistent approach to
implementation across the councils to deliver upon the strategic direction of the draft FDS.

5. Part 3 – Infrastructure to support development

The need for the draft FDS to address additional infrastructure requirements under the NPS UD is essential 
to achieve well-functioning, sustainable and thriving urban areas and communities. This will ensure that 
urban development is integrated with infrastructure planning and funding (NPS UD – Objective 6), achieve 
integrated land use and infrastructure planning (NPS UD Policy 10 b) and that additional infrastructure is 
available to service development capacity (NPS UD Sections 3.5.1 and 3.15.2d). As noted in section 4 of 
this submission, strong and consistent implementation measures to align planning across the region with the 
FDS will assist in providing more certainty as to where and when growth will occur, and inform the Ministry’s
response to investment across the schooling network to support residential growth.

It will also be critically important to ensure the timely provision of public transport, walking and cycling 
infrastructure to support growth, if the vision and strategic objectives of the draft FDS are to be met.

Relief sought: Retain Part 3 as notified.

6. Part 4 – Delivering the strategy

The Ministry understands that a separate Implementation Plan will be developed which will set out the 
actions required to deliver on the draft FDS and this will include key infrastructure and non-infrastructure 
projects.  The Ministry is supportive of the need for regulatory changes, such as alignment of district and 
regional plans, including the Regional Policy Statement, in order to provide additional certainty that the 
prioritised settlement pattern will be delivered.

Scoping this work early and collaboratively is important to ensure these consequential changes can be 
developed in a way that provides for integrated outcomes across a wide range of regional and local 
workstreams. Such an approach allows infrastructure providers such as the Ministry to undertake iterative 
planning to ensure educational provision can be made to support residential growth areas as and when 
required.
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7. Appendices

Appendix 1 - Prioritised areas for development

Overall, the Ministry supports the criteria for prioritising areas for development, subject to the comments in 
Part 4 of this submission.

Point 3 in Appendix 1 states that Priority Development Areas (PDAs) may be reassessed from time to time 
and other areas may be identified as PDAs over the life of the FDS.  This is a practical approach given that
circumstances can change over time, but it would be worthwhile clarifying that the identification of any new 
PDAs will need to meet the prioritisation criteria and what process will be used to collaboratively identify and 
evaluate these with regional stakeholders.

Relief sought: Amend section 3 of Appendix 1 to clarify that PDAs will need to be assessed for consistency 
with the prioritisation criteria in Appendix 1, or alternative relief to similar effect, and that this will be a 
collaborative exercise with regional stakeholders.

Appendix 2 – What does this mean for our sub-regional areas?

The breakdown of the draft FDS into sub-regional areas is helpful in that it provides a somewhat more 
workable scale from which to undertake more detailed planning. Additionally, the Ministry commends the 
WRLC for considering additional infrastructure required to support the planned growth, which aligns with the 
NPS UD requirements.

Relief sought:

The Ministry has undertaken further network analysis since the FDS was drafted and requests that the 
localised infrastructure requirements for the sub-regional areas be updated as follows (additions shown 
underlined and deletions shown struckthrough).

Page 66

Additional primary and secondary school capacity will be needed to provide for projected growth in 
Wellington City.

If development was to occur in prioritised areas of in the Porirua District at the projected rate, there would be  
it is likely there would be a requirement for additional education provision there. If development proceeds as 
projected for the entire The Porirua Northern Growth Area, then it is anticipated that two will require at least 
one additional primary schools and an additional secondary school may be required. if development 
proceeds as projected. The Ministry of Education will continue to closely monitor the status of the Porirua 
Northern Growth Area.

The distribution of development in Eastern and Western Porirua and at Kenepuru may require significant 
new investments in educational facilities in these areas to cope with development growth. The Ministry of 
Education will monitor the ongoing developments of Porirua East, Porirua West and Kenepuru to see 
whether any new investments, or changes to existing schools are required within these growth areas. The 
Ministry of Education has been working with local iwi to establish a new wharekura in Porirua West which will 
serve the wider Porirua catchment.  It is anticipated that this kura will be operational in the near future.
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Page 72

Based on the prediction of a significant increase in development around rail stations and in centres in the 
Hutt Valley, the Ministry of Education would need to bring forward planning at the earliest opportunity to plan 
to add roll growth to the current school network. There are potential land constraints with the land generally 
being brownfield, so this brings challenges to establish new schools in areas of already existing density. New 
ways of delivering education assets are likely to be required, such as shared investment, land swaps and the 
retrofitting of existing sites. will be monitoring the capacity of the schools within the current school network. 
Although there may be expected student roll growth, there are large numbers of students not attending their 
local schools in the Hutt Valley, with some schools having large out-of-zone student numbers, or not 
operating enrolment schemes, meaning students have had choice in terms of schooling. It is likely that the 
Ministry of Education would introduce new enrolment schemes, or amend existing enrolment schemes, and 
where necessary, intensify existing provision before looking at establishing new schools in the Hutt Valley. 

Page 76

Regarding education requirements: 

• It will be important to ensure that the focus and alignment of planning and implementation is on the areas
prioritised for development. The Ministry of Education has identified these growth areas within its National
Education Growth Plan 2030 (NEGP) and National Education Network Plans (NENP) and these will
influence education investments going forward.
• New educational facilities will need to be provided in Waikanae in the next 10 to 15 years, dependent on
growth rates and locations. Within the next 10-15 year period, a primary school is anticipated to be provided 
within the general residential area of Waikanae.
• New educational facilities will need to be provided in Levin in the next 10 to 15 years, dependent on growth
rates and locations. Within the next 10-15 year period, a primary school is anticipated to be provided within 
the general residential area of Levin. The Ministry of Education has gazetted the proposal for a new kura in 
Levin (in partnership with the local iwi) and this will be operational within the short to medium term (3-5
years).  
• The Ministry of Education will continue to monitor the population growth rate and roll growth across all of
the educational assets. While the existing network is expected to be able to address educational 
requirements from the areas prioritised for development, this will need to be carefully monitored if greenfield 
growth occurs beyond these areas.

Appendix 4 – More detail on infrastructure to support development

The Ministry requests that the overall statement relating to Education infrastructure be updated to reflect the 
latest network analysis.  The requested updates are outlined below (additions shown underlined and 
deletions shown struckthrough).

Relief sought:

Page 89

The Ministry of Education (MoE) supports the focus on development in existing towns and cities in 
preference to greenfield development. MoE have identified potential educational requirements if 
development was to occur in the areas prioritised in the Future Development Strategy and at the scale and 
pace projected in the Housing and Business Development Capacity Assessment (HBA). With any 
intensification in brownfield land with site constraints, this then brings new challenges for where the MoE will 
establish new schools in areas of existing density. New ways of delivering education assets are likely to be 
required, such as shared investment, land swaps and the redevelopment of existing sites.
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The MoE They noted that there is significant residential capacity provided through council plans outside of 
the prioritised areas as well, and this creates some uncertainty for infrastructure providers as to where 
growth will occur. The MoE will continue to optimise its capacity within the entire catchment of the education 
network.

The Ministry of Education will also be monitoring immigration numbers and how this may impact the current 
network. For example, the Wellington City catchment will be carefully monitored as the school network roll 
numbers has witnessed a slight decline but it is expected that this will change with a rise in immigration.

With the focus on intensification, there are potential land constraints, with the land generally being brownfield 
and there being topographical constraints, which brings challenges to establishing new schools in areas of 
already existing density. new ways of delivering education assets are likely to be required, such as shared 
investment, land swaps and the retrofitting of existing sites.

The Future Development Strategy advocates for a continued close working relationship with MoE as part of
the WRLC Urban Growth Partnership. 

More detail is provided in Appendix 2 where commentary is provided for each subregional area.

Concluding comments: 

The Ministry thanks the WRLC for the opportunity to be involved in the development of the Future
Development Strategy, both as a Crown Agency and as an infrastructure provider.  This has provided the
Ministry with insights both into the challenges faced by the WRLC when planning for growth in the
Wairarapa -Horowhenua region, and into the solutions proposed. The Ministry looks forward to a
continuing relationship with the WRLC and to working on the development of an Implementation Plan for the 
draft FDS. 

The Ministry does not wish to be heard in support of its submission. 

Nāku noa, nā

Blair Firmston
Manager – Spatial Planning
Land Investment and Planning - Te Pou Hanganga, Matihiko | Infrastructure & Digital

Jayne Taylor-Clarke
Acting Director Land Investment and Planning - Te Pou Hanganga, Matihiko | Infrastructure & Digital
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4 We will endeavour to accommodate your first preference. Dates and times will be confirmed once submissions 
close. Additional dates may be added depending on availability and need. 
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Parvati Rotherham

From: futuredevelopmentstrategy
Sent: Thursday, 9 November 2023 4:48 pm
To: James Barber; futuredevelopmentstrategy
Subject: RE: Submission on FDS

Hi James, 

Thanks for your submission this email confirms receipt and we’ll review the submission in more detail over the 
coming week and be in touch to arrange speaking times for those wishing to be heard. 

Thanks 
Parvati 

From: James Barber > 
Sent: Wednesday, November 8, 2023 9:40 PM 
To: futuredevelopmentstrategy <future.developmentstrategy@wrlc.org.nz> 
Subject: Submission on FDS 

Kia ora 

This is my submission on the Future Development Strategy. 

James Barber 

 

 Newtown, Pōneke Wellington  

I am submitting as an individual 

Q1: vision and strategic direction 

I support the vision and strategic direction but especially the Mana Whenua 
statement of values and aspirations because it’s a very basic start. The 
direction should have prioritised or weighted objectives, particularly equity and 
emissions reduction, so it was able to start inducing a paradigm shift in how 
we manage urban development.  

Q2: Our plan for where we develop housing… 
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I do not support the proposal because it is not strong enough. I wish to see the 
FDS enforce either a ban on greenfields development or a decision not to 
subsidize these developments through building the infrastructure. Councils are 
already feeling massive financial burdens and limited funds are better directed 
at allowing intensification rather than more urban sprawl. 

Further greenfields developments will also compromise the ability to reach 
climate crisis goals as it will lock in people needing to drive everywhere from 
deepest darkest suburbia. 

Q4: key infrastructure…  

I do not support the proposal because it is not strong enough.  

Q5: limit or avoid development… 

I do not support this proposal as it seems unlikely that public subsidy will be 
withdrawn for slated greenfield areas. If it were to be, I would support this 
proposal.  

Q6: iwi and hapu values and aspirations 

I support these and the FDS would do well to take on their ambition.  

Q7: what else is important:  

We have an opportunity to have a genuinely future focused plan. This will 
have to be one where densification is chosen over urban sprawl. Cities need 
to be planned with walkable catchments which allow people access to 
everything they need on a day to day basis within walking distance.  

As a parent a focus on creating 10 minute cities would make life so much 
easier in so many ways. 

Please do everything possible to help create a plan which chooses liveable 
cities over suburban sprawl. These easiest way to do this is to stop urban 
sprawl through either a ban on greenfields development or a decision not to 
subsidize such developments. 

 

--  
Nāku noa 
James Barber 
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Parvati Rotherham

From: futuredevelopmentstrategy
Sent: Thursday, 9 November 2023 4:50 pm
To: Chris Peterson; futuredevelopmentstrategy
Subject: RE: SUBMISSION ON REGIONAL GROWTH PLAN

Kia ora Chris, 

Thanks for your submission this email confirms receipt and we’ll review the submission in more detail over the 
coming week and be in touch to arrange speaking times for those wishing to be heard. 

Thanks 
Parvati 

From: Chris Peterson < > 
Sent: Wednesday, November 8, 2023 3:21 PM 
To: futuredevelopmentstrategy <future.developmentstrategy@wrlc.org.nz> 
Subject: SUBMISSION ON REGIONAL GROWTH PLAN 

SUBMISSION ON REGIONAL GROWTH PLAN 

This draft Regional Growth Plan is an impressive document and I'm sure quite in line with the requirements 
of the Government's NPS-UD which called for it. 

But the Government also has the Zero Carbon Act that requires the country to be at net zero emissions by 
2050. Which is over almost exactly the same time period as the Growth Plan. 

The Plan well reflects the necessity to decarbonize our economy and lifestyles in incorporating concepts 
like urban intensification, centralization around public transport hubs, cycling and walking, green spaces 
etc. 

But are these two major policies, that will together be such large determinants of exactly how we develop 
over the next 30 years and beyond, truly in sync with each other? And if there is any potential discrepancy 
between them which will take precedence? For me that is a fundamentally important question - albeit a 
very difficult one.  

Growth as an unavoidable imperative for a healthy economy is an unquestioned assumption and starting 
point for many. Any negative environmental consequences from that growth can be mitigated, it is said, 
through technological innovation and enlightened policy. By decoupling them. Growth then can be good 
growth - Green Growth - and all will be well, a healthy economy in a healthy environment. 

But it seems a growing number of reputable economists, leading academics and others are increasingly 
questioning whether this Green Growth path is really even possible. A major reason being the impossibility 
of having sufficient energy, minerals and other resources to build all the infrastructure necessary for the 
huge transition involved in moving from a fossil-fuel based world to one based around renewable energy 
and for the electrification of almost everything. Central to this argument is the diminishing EROEI, the 
Energy Returned On the Energy Invested, associated with our remaining sources of fossil fuels. More 
energy is needed just to get fuels from fracking than from the early gushers where little pumping was even 
required. So substantially, and possibly impossibly more, energy is required just to get the energy that can 
be usefully employed.  
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The only viable option these critics argue is Degrowth in some shape or form and to some greater or lesser 
degree. Two conferences on Degrowth have now been held at the EU and it has received mention from the 
IPCC. So it is a credible idea deserving of consideration.  

Growth of itself also makes the already immensely demanding process of decarbonization even more 
difficult. The IPCC's Special Report in 2018 clearly stated that humanity had to decrease emissions by 8% 
year-on-year over the decade to 2030 to have an even 50% chance of remaining within that important 1.5 
degrees of warming. And that was if we started in 2020! But we didn't and that number goes up with each 
passing year to ever more-daunting levels. Subsequent IPCC reports (AR6 in 2022 and its synthesis report 
in 2023) reinforce this.   

Moreover it also goes up as the population increases. And in the building of homes to house that 
increasing population. Apparently BRANZ determined that our construction sector would need to 
decarbonize its typical stand-alone house construction by some 85% to remain in the 1.5 degree realm.   

Degrowth, too, may well not be ours to choose. Rather it may, through a warming climate and deteriorating 
environment, be forced on us as we are required more and more to move towards living within planetary 
boundaries. 

None of this is to suggest ditching the Plan as presented. Just to acknowledge the inherent difficulties with 
even green growth and to build into it some flexibility and ability to change with changing circumstances. 
Even more importantly to state its relationship with the ZCA and place it second in line to that net zero 
commitment. 

Finally, a great first step might be to change the title of the plan from 'Regional GROWTH Plan' (which 
really does give the game away!) to something like 'Regional Development Plan'. 

Would like to be heard if possible - in Masterton. 

 

Chris Peterson 
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infrastructure is to provide input and feedback, and to work with the region to coordinate and align 

the implementation of the strategy with delivery of transport improvements. 

Change of Government

5. We note that at the time of consultation on the draft Strategy a change of government is expected 

following the general election held on October 14. There is currently uncertainty about the extent 

to which a new government may continue to progress with existing policies, programmes, and 

projects which could affect initiatives currently included in the draft Strategy. We encourage the 

Committee to consider any changes that may be necessary to reflect the direction of the new 

government and to update the draft Strategy if there is opportunity to do so before it is finalised. 

Waka Kotahi role and interest in urban development and integrated land use and transport 
planning 

6. Waka Kotahi supports an integrated approach to transport planning, investment, and delivery. 

Our statutory obligation is to undertake our function in a way that contributes to an affordable, 

integrated, safe, responsive, and sustainable land transport system whilst giving effect to the 

strategic investment priorities and transport outcomes set by the Government through the 

Government Policy Statement on land transport (GPS). 

7. The current GPS 2021 has four strategic priorities:

Safety – developing a transport system where no-one is killed or seriously injured.

Better travel options – providing people with better transport options to access social 

and economic opportunities.

Improving freight connections – for economic development.

Climate change – developing a low-carbon transport system that supports emission 

reductions, while improving safety and inclusive access.

8. The GPS will be refreshed for 2024. Although, it has not been finalised, the Ministry of Transport 

has recently consulted on a draft GPS 2024.The draft GPS24 includes six strategic priorities to 

set direction for the transport system:

Maintaining and operating the system: the condition of the existing network is 

efficiently maintained at a level that meets the current and future needs of users. 

Increasing resilience: the transport system is better able to cope with natural and 

anthropogenic hazards. 

Reducing emissions: transitioning to a lower carbon system.

Safety: transport is made substantially safer for all.

Sustainable urban and regional development: people can readily access social, 

cultural, and economic opportunities through a variety of transport options. Sustainable 

urban and regional development is focused on increasing housing supply, choice, and 

affordability, and developing resilient and productive towns and cities through effective 
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transport networks that provide a range of low-emission transport option and low 

congestion. 

Integrated freight system: well-designed and operated transport corridors and hubs 

that provide efficient, reliable, resilient, multi-modal, and low-carbon connections to 

support productive economic activity. 

9. The Emission Reduction Plan/Te hau mārohi ki anamata (ERP) sets out a pathway to an 

approximate 41% reduction (on 2019 levels) in New Zealand’s carbon emissions by 2035. 

Transport is expected to play a crucial role in meeting this target. The ERP acknowledges the 

importance of land use and transport integration in reducing emissions.

10. To deliver on Government outcomes, including those set by the GPS, Emission Reduction Plan, 

and the Transport Outcomes Framework, Waka Kotahi has developed strategies relevant to the 

Future Development Strategy. These include Arataki – our 30 Year Plan, Toitū Te Taiao 

(sustainability action plan) and our Board-endorsed urban development position statement:

“Waka Kotahi actively supports, enables and encourages quality, mixed-use, 

compact urban development that efficiently uses land, reduces travel distances 

and lowers reliance on private vehicles to enhance people’s lives”

11. The above Policies, Plans and position form the foundation for Waka Kotahi feedback on the draft 

Strategy. 

General Feedback

12. Waka Kotahi commends the Committee on the work done in developing the draft Strategy. It 

makes significant improvements on its predecessor, the Wellington Regional Growth Framework,

and provides a useful framework to support achieving integrated land use and transport 

outcomes. We are pleased to see the alignment with the strategic priorities of the GPS, and in 

particular the focus placed on improving safety, reducing emissions, increasing mode shift, and 

improving journeys for freight.

13. The Future Development Strategy forms the basis for integrated, strategic, and long-term 

planning. A high-quality FDS is an important tool to help our organisations achieve the objectives 

of the GPS, and to enable our organisations to realise our urban form, mode shift, and transport 

emissions reduction goals.

14. Waka Kotahi encourages the Committee to continue with the direction signalled in the draft 

Strategy, and to consider ways in which it can support and incentivise growth in the priority areas 

identified. We support the draft Strategy; however, we provide some more specific feedback 

below that we hope is considered in finalising the document.

Vision and Strategic Direction

15. Waka Kotahi supports the vision and strategic direction outlined in the draft Strategy, summarised 

in Diagram 2. The vision and direction align with Waka Kotahi interest and role in urban 

development and are supportive of integrated land-use and transport planning.

Prioritisation framework
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16. We support the introduction of a prioritisation framework into the draft Strategy, being the criteria 

outlined in diagram 7 and the associated series of maps that spatially define the priorities for 

growth in diagrams 9-11. We consider the direction signalled by the prioritisation framework 

aligns with our urban development position and supports integrated planning as outlined in the 

Waka Kotahi intervention hierarchy, in particular:

a. areas which have good access to the strategic public transport network with good 

access to employment, education, and active mode connections

b. Development areas within existing rural towns around current and proposed public 

transport nodes and strategic active mode connections.

17. For clarity, our support for the prioritisation framework should not be implied as support (or not) 

for any individual priority area identified in diagrams 9-11. Investment in the transport system that 

may be required to support these areas will be subject to the independent decision-making 

process of the Waka Kotahi Board in relation to specific future interventions and proposals.

Te Tirohanga Whakamua

18. We support the inclusion of Te Tirohanga Whakamua in the draft Strategy and the alignment with 

community values, housing and business needs and national policy direction.

Uncertainty about Wellington’s future growth

19. We support the inclusion of the content in the ‘how much growth to expect’ text box on page 33.

This recognises the uncertainty of future growth predications, noting the considerable difference 

between the Wellington Region’s bespoke population projections (Sense Partners) and the sub-

national population projections by Statistics New Zealand (StatsNZ) because of different 

assumptions about long-term net-migration. 

20. Waka Kotahi agrees there is uncertainty about how much and where the Wellington Region will 

grow, in particular: 

a. Achieving the amount of growth assumed by the draft Strategy relies on sustained high 

levels of positive net-migration. While future migration is difficult to predict, historically 

net-migration to New Zealand and Wellington fluctuates significantly over the long term 

and includes periods of negative net-migration. 

b. Recent changes to make the planning system more enabling and responsive to growth, 

such as the National Policy Statement on Urban Development 2020 and the Medium 

Density Residential Standard have significantly increased the opportunities for 

development across the Wellington Region. The 2023 Housing and Business Capacity 

Assessment concludes Wellington and Horowhenua is estimated to have realisable 

development capacity1 for 206,613 dwellings, which significantly exceeds expected 

demand over the next 30 years under either Sense Partners or StatsNZ projections. The 

1 Realisable development capacity is an assessment of the most likely type of development to occur on a site given 
planning regulations, commercial feasibility and risk to a developer 
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scale of difference between supply and demand means there are many possibilities for 

where growth could occur and how the market responds to this change is not yet clear. 

21. While we support the intent of the draft Strategy to provide clearer prioritisation and phasing of 

future growth, we consider the ‘distribution of development’ implies a questionable level of 

certainty about where the region will grow. The draft Strategy notes that it will include prioritisation 

and sequencing of new growth areas and investments to address this uncertainty. We support 

clear sequencing and staging as method to address uncertainty but consider this approach could 

be applied further throughout the draft Strategy, including by more clearly identifying the 

dependency between infrastructure requirements and the growth areas identified. 

22. We recommend that actions should be included in the implementation plan to help manage the 

risks from uncertainty about growth. These could include: 

a. Presenting development as staged and sequenced tranches, with the timing of when 

areas are enabled being based on when development opportunities are taken up by the 

market. 

b. Moving towards the use of scenario-based planning as the land-use assumptions for 

planning work and major investments, rather than use a single growth forecast.

c. Using trigger points / thresholds to identify when infrastructure investment and other 

interventions are required relative to when growth is occurring.

d. Improving monitoring of development and growth trends, including developing a greater

understanding of regional housing preferences. 

Distribution of growth – Hutt Valley

23. The distribution of development in the draft Strategy (diagram 14) suggests the Hutt Valley will 

accommodate 19% of the region’s growth over the next 30 years. When compared to what 

growth has occurred over the last decade, this is a notable decrease in the share of the region’s

growth. It is also lower than what is projected by both Statistics New Zealand and Sense 

Partners over the next 30 years (all approx. 30%).

24. The draft Strategy does not explain why the Hutt Valley’s share of growth is expected to 

decrease, but we note the distribution of development appears to be influenced by the planned 

supply of new greenfield developments in the first decade and assumes there will be high levels 

of uptake in these developments by the market. We question this approach given:

a. A key trend of the Wellington Region’s growth over the past decade has been the rapid 

growth of the Hutt Valley, particularly in Lower Hutt which has seen high levels of 

development of terraced house, flats and units close to the Hutt Line where the planning 

framework has enabled this. The market has demonstrated strong demand for housing in 

the Hutt Valley.

b. Recent changes to the planning system have significantly increased development 

opportunities in Wellington and the Hutt Valley, particularly around rail stations.  

Auckland’s experience since the Unitary Plan (which had a similar impact on 
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development opportunities) has been that growth is occurring faster than expected in 

central areas with good access and slower in greenfield areas at the fringe of the urban 

area. A similar response by the market in Wellington would disrupt the distribution of 

growth suggested by the draft Future Development Strategy.

25. Given these trends, we question whether the distribution of development is underestimating the 

share of the region’s growth that is likely to occur in the Hutt Valley and overestimating growth 

elsewhere. We seek that further evidence and analysis of demand informs the distribution of 

growth, and that consideration be given to the draft Strategy reflecting a higher share of growth 

occurring in the Hutt Valley. 

Infrastructure to support development

26. The draft Strategy highlights the importance of infrastructure and integrated land use and 

infrastructure planning for achieving the vision, strategic direction and outcomes.

27. While section 3 and associated appendices provides a high-level overview of strategic issues

and challenges facing infrastructure provision, we consider that more specific detail on the 

infrastructure requirements to support growth is needed to increase confidence in the ability to 

deliver the draft Strategy. 

28. We recommend the infrastructure section of the draft Strategy is reformatted and further detail is 

provided so that it clearly demonstrates:

a. the infrastructure requirements for each of the FDS priority areas (identified in diagrams 

8-11) and whether these are known, funded, or planned, including clearly identifying if a

funding or knowledge gap exists.

b. a clear picture of all regional infrastructure networks including the pipeline of projects and 

investment needed to support future growth. We note that diagram 20 illustrates future 

investment for the strategic public transport network, but similar diagrams for all other 

infrastructure types are not included. 

29. The lack of information on future three waters infrastructure requirements needed to support

growth is a significant concern to Waka Kotahi. Water capacity is critical ‘lead infrastructure’ that 

is a prerequisite to any growth occurring, and therefore a clear understanding of requirements is 

important to provide confidence that growth can occur in the priority areas identified by the draft 

Strategy. We seek that further information on three waters infrastructure requirements is 

included if available, and that further analysis of three waters requirements is identified as a 

high priority action in the implementation plan. 

30. We also suggest that the draft Strategy should note that the infrastructure requirements for all

FDS priority areas are not fully understood, including the cost implications, and there may be a 

need for these to be reconsidered or reprioritised if the infrastructure costs are found to be 

unaffordable once further planning and investigation has occurred.
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Conclusion

31. Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback and we look forward to continuing to partner 

with Committee to deliver on our shared aspirations for the Wellington Region.

Ngā mihi,

Nick Gibbons

Manager, Spatial System Planning
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Summerset Group Holdings Limited
Level 27, Majestic Centre, 100 Willis St, Wellington

PO Box 5187, Wellington 6140

Phone: 04 894 7320 | Fax: 04 894 7319

Website: www.summerset.co.nz

SUBMISSION ON DRAFT WAIRARAPA-WELLINGTON-HOROWHENUA
FUTURE DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY

TO: Wellington Regional Leadership Committee ("Committee")

SUBMITTER: Summerset Group Holdings Limited ("Summerset")

SUBMISSION ON: Draft Wairarapa-Wellington-Horowhenua Future 
Development Strategy ("Draft FDS")

Background and summary

1. Summerset is one of New Zealand's leading and fastest growing retirement village operators,

with more than 7,400 residents living in our village communities, offering a range of

independent living options and care, meaning that as residents' needs change, they have

support and options within the village.  Summerset has 39 villages which are either completed

or in development and a further 11 greenfield sites, spanning from Whangārei to Dunedin,

employing more than 2,400 people across its villages. Summerset has 7 villages at varying

stages of development across the Wairarapa, Wellington and Horowhenua areas.

2. Summerset welcomes the opportunity to submit on the Draft FDS.  Due to Summerset's active

involvement in land development (including resource consent and private plan change

processes) nationwide, it is highly familiar with the subject matter of the Draft FDS.  A high

quality FDS has the potential to be transformational in supporting long term growth for the

Greater Wellington region and Horowhenua. Conversely, a poorly prepared FDS will have

the opposite effect and risks constraining growth and leading to poor planning outcomes.

3. Summerset supports the broad direction in the Draft FDS to significantly increase housing

capacity, but is concerned there is too much reliance placed on intensification to achieve this.
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Key statutory requirements

4. The National Policy Statement on Urban Development ("NPS-UD") provides the legal basis 

for preparing the Draft FDS.1 The Draft FDS must be prepared every 6 years and in time to 

inform, or at the same time as, the next long-term plans.2

5. The purpose of the Draft FDS is to promote long-term strategic planning by setting out how 

councils intend to achieve well-functioning urban environments in both its existing and future 

urban areas, and provide sufficient development capacity as required by the NPS-UD over 

the next 30 years.  The FDS is also intended to assist the integration of planning decisions 

under the Resource Management Act 1991 ("RMA") with infrastructure planning and funding 

decisions.3

6. The NPS-UD sets out a prescriptive criterion of sources of information that must be considered 

in informing the Draft FDS. This includes:

(a) the most recent applicable Housing and Business Development Capacity 

Assessment ("HBA"); 

(b) consideration of different spatial scenarios for achieving the purposes of the FDS; 

(c) relevant long-term plans; 

(d) infrastructure strategies or any other relevant plan or strategy; 

(e) the feedback received from this consultation; 

(f) every National Policy Statement; and 

(g) any other relevant national policy required or issued under legislation.4

7. Once an FDS is prepared, the Council will be required to have regard to it when preparing or 

changing RMA planning documents.5 On that basis it has the potential to significantly 

influence RMA decision making processes.

8. The primary reason for, and fundamental direction of the NPS-UD, is to address the issue of 

insufficient appropriately zoned land to meet housing and business development demand.  In 

light of that purpose, the NPS-UD's first and overarching concept is to provide for well-

functioning urban environments, which enable a variety of homes that meet communities' 

1 NPS-UD, clause 3.12.
2 NPS-UD, clause 3.12(1).
3 NPS-UD, clause 3.13(1).
4 NPS-UD, clause 3.14.
5 NPS-UD, clause 3.17.
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needs, as well as enable a variety of sites that are suitable for different business sectors, 

among other things. Summerset considers this is fundamental to the application of the NPS-

UD, as it indicates that the NPS-UD is not intended to be incorporated into plans in a blunt 

manner.  Rather, regard must be had to nuances of specific environments, including the 

appropriate type, scale and location of housing, depending on the particular context.

Future growth will not be able to be supported through intensification

9. A significant amount of growth is anticipated in the Greater Wellington region and

Horowhenua in the next 30 years.6 The growth will not only require an increase in housing 

capacity, but also the necessary infrastructure and services to support these developments.  

10. The Draft FDS greatly limits the areas identified as appropriate for development and largely 

relies on infill to achieve this development capacity, with uplift from implementation of the 

Medium Density Residential Standards and associated Intensification Planning Instruments

("IPIs").7

11. By increasing the reliance on infill developments through the Draft FDS, the Committee has 

placed far too much reliance on the capacity of brownfield areas alone to provide sufficient 

long-term development capacity, as is required under the NPS-UD.  Perversely, if the FDS is 

confirmed before relevant IPIs are finalised, any IPIs that are not finalised will be required to 

have regard to the Draft FDS as currently proposed, perpetuating poor development 

outcomes. The change of government is likely to result in an imminent change to the way in 

which Councils should provide for growth.  The FDS should reflect that imminent policy 

change.

12. Summerset is a strong supporter of efficient use of land, and the significant environmental 

and housing affordability benefits that can be realised through intensification.  However, not 

all urban land uses can be appropriately provided for through infill.  Even residential land uses 

can vary significantly in terms of lot sizes, topography, and density. It is important that housing 

options are available that meet a range of needs, including elderly or those with disabilities.

13. Comprehensive care retirement villages by their nature need to provide a range of aged care 

housing options and on-site amenities to meet the changing needs of residents as they age

(as part of the continuum of care approach).  Typically housing typologies are one-story to

provide good accessibility, and require space for supporting services, outdoor areas and 

recreational activities.  Due to these requirements, retirement villages require larger sites,

which are not readily available through brownfield development.  While retirement villages 

typically require greenfield sites, they do not contribute to the adverse effects of greenfield 

6 Draft Wairarapa-Wellington-Horowhenua Future Development Strategy, page 5. 
7 Draft Wairarapa-Wellington-Horowhenua Future Development Strategy, pages 40-41.
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development in the same manner that other more typical subdivisions in fringe rural areas

might otherwise do.  For example, retirement village residents do not place the same pressure 

on transport infrastructure during peak travel times.

14. Appropriate greenfield development can also have significant benefits, including by providing 

opportunities for integrated, master-planned developments that better utilise land for open 

space and community areas, active transport modes, and high quality, good practice 

engineering design that can future proof against the impacts of climate change and natural 

hazards. 

15. The Draft FDS expressly recognises there is a significant shortfall of industrial land that is not 

proposed to be addressed, but rather dealt with as part of the next Future Development 

Strategy in 6 years' time.8 With commercial, residential, and industrial land uses competing 

for existing land supply through infill development, unless managed carefully this also 

contributes to reverse sensitivity effects, inflated land prices, and pressure on existing 

infrastructure.

Identification of urban areas requires more nuanced approach

16. The Draft FDS identified large areas of land as Wāhi Toitū (areas to be protected from new 

development) and Wāhi Toiora (areas that future development must be carefully managed to 

ensure values are protected, and risks mitigated).9 While Summerset supports a nuanced 

approach to land development within the Draft FDS through the identification of Wāhi Toitū/

Wāhi Toiora areas, there appears to be substantial overlap between them. 

17. Wāhi Toitū should be reserved for areas which are incapable of being developed (e.g. due to 

a significant natural hazard risk).  The Draft FDS needs to contemplate that other areas may 

be appropriate for urban development if they contribute to well-functioning urban 

environments, avoid or manage any natural hazard risk, and infrastructure can be provided 

(for example, through private funding).  The Draft FDS need to be flexible enough to respond 

to any opportunities to meet growth demand where these can be shown to be appropriate.    

18. It is also unclear from the maps provided with the Draft FDS as to whether some areas fall 

within the existing urban zone or just outside it in a Wāhi Toitū/Wāhi Toiora area.10

19. Applying a more nuanced approach to the identification of urban growth areas will also provide 

more guidance for district councils as to the types of activities (residential, commercial, 

industrial) which should be located in areas and therefore inform future zoning decisions.  The 

Draft FDS identified where urban land generally can/cannot be located, however it should also 

8 Draft Wairarapa-Wellington-Horowhenua Future Development Strategy, page 44. 
9 Draft Wairarapa-Wellington-Horowhenua Future Development Strategy, pages 29-31. 
10 Draft Wairarapa-Wellington-Horowhenua Future Development Strategy, page 29. 
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be taking into consideration, at least at a high level, the compatibility of different land uses, 

and any challenges or benefits that may result from their co-location. This is essential to 

ensuring that development contributes to well-functioning urban environments under the NPS-

UD.

20. As the Draft FDS is revised every 6 years, it needs to be flexible enough to be able to respond 

to changing growth pressures.  This is so it will always facilitate future development even as 

the required future development evolves.  Policy 8 of the NPS-UD is consistent with this 

approach.  Policy 8 expressly recognises the need to be responsive to change, and be 

amenable to unanticipated or out-of-sequence developments that provide significant 

development capacity and contribute a well-functioning urban environment and are well-

connected to transport corridors.11

21. Private plan changes are supplementary tools to ensure planning frameworks remain flexible 

and responsive to the changing needs of communities and the environment over time (noting 

that under the RMA Councils are otherwise only mandated to review and update their plans 

every 10 years or in accordance with national direction). A well-prepared FDS should 

naturally limit the amount of "out-of-sequence" developments occurring, however the Draft 

FDS should not preclude "out-of-sequence" developments where it can be demonstrated that 

infrastructure servicing can be provided, they are privately funded, and they are contributing 

to well-funded urban environments.

Relief sought

22. Summerset:

(a) supports retention of areas already identified for urban development in the Draft 

FDS; and

(b) seeks amendments to the Draft FDS to:

(i) expand the areas identified for urban development to both provide a 
degree of contingency that infill cannot realistically deliver the required 
capacity to support growth and to address the identified shortfall in 
industrial land;

(ii) provide a clearer delineation between Wāhi Toitū/Wāhi Toiora areas;

(iii) limit the areas identified as Wāhi Toitū only to areas where development 

is incapable of being delivered; and

11 National Policy Statement on Urban Development 2020 at [3.8].  
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(iv) provide greater certainty as to the types of urban activities (eg residential, 

commercial, industrial) anticipated in broadly identified urban areas, 

including any additional areas identified as appropriate for urban 

development through the Draft FDS submission process.

Next steps

23. Summerset would be open to engaging further with the Committee on the matters raised in 

this submission if that would assist the Committee. If there is an opportunity to speak to the 

submission, Summerset would also be willing to do so.

Yours faithfully

Oliver Boyd
National Development Manager
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Value of sport: Sport can help promote physical ac vity for people of all ages and abili es. Through 

par cipa ng in sport par cipants can also develop their individual competencies in areas such as leadership, 

teamwork, goal se ng while also realising their poten al as athletes and individuals. Sport can be a key driver 

of tourism, employment, and infrastructure, and can also help in humanitarian programmes, fostering 

community development and social integra on. 

ACTIVE TRANSPORT includes any kind of transport where you are using physical ac vity to travel to and from a 

des na on, including walking, cycling, scootering, and skateboarding. 

Value of ac ve transport: Physical ac vity can and should be integrated into the se ngs in which people live, 

work and play. Walking and cycling are key means of transporta on and enable engagement in regular physical 

ac vity on a daily basis. Ac ve forms of transport also provide a range of environmental benefits, including 

producing no air pollu on, noise pollu on or greenhouse gases. 

Levels of physical activity across the region 

Currently across our region there are high levels of participation but not high levels of physical activity. On any 

given week 391,125 (75%) people in the Wellington region participate in some form of physical activity. 

However, only 23% of adults participate enough to meet physical activity guideline thresholds set by the 

Ministry of Health. This means that a large proportion of the people living in the region do not participate 

often enough (or long enough) to experience the many benefits or value that being physically active provides. 

(Source: Sport NZ Active NZ survey). 

Over the past five to 10 years there has been a gradual decline in participation in organised sport, especially by 

rangatahi. This means that community design needs to support other means of being active outside of 

organised sport which can be easily  accessed and used. 

Physical inactivity impacts our communities in many ways. Inactivity itself is only part of the issue – the real 

problem is the impact inactivity is having on our society as a whole. Physical inactivity negatively impacts the 

health, economy, environment and communities within our cities.  

Population growth and participation trends 

Population growth and demographic change within that growth is likely to affect participation demand and 
change the way we participate and/or are active. 

Population growth is likely to increase demand for all spaces as a consequence of the general casualisation of 
participation away from organised, structured activity to ‘run arounds’ and social games and self-driven 
activity at a time and place that suits the individual. Access to spaces that can be used for physical activity 
becomes an important element in supporting those activity choices. 

A growing active retiree population will drive demand for different offerings, as will the changing patterns of 
work. The changing make-up of the local and regional population may also increase demand for certain types 
of activity and facilities – both indoor and outdoor spaces. There is increasingly a societal expectation that 
community spaces support multi-use activities and facilitate meeting / socialising / gathering / connecting – 
which speaks to the enhancement of the physical activity experience. This will contribute to the expectations 
of greater quality of both the spaces and places and the activity options and offerings available. 

Connected communities and accessibility 

We know already that people want to live, work, and play closer to home while efforts to reduce the carbon 
footprint of sporting activities may mean that using distributed venues (rather than a central venue) and the 
notion of an inter-connected network of facilities (including built, open, and green space) with strong links to 
public transport that can be easily accessed would be desirable. This aligns to the concepts in the draft 
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strategy of growth corridors where opportunities are clustered around growth hubs. It also links to the 
localities concept focusing on meeting the needs of local communities within that community as far as 
possible. 

A network approach to facility provision also implies connectivity via walkways and cycleways, or proximity to 
public transport that allows people to move from one place to another without requiring a car. Increasing 
active transport opportunities is a desirable way of creating opportunities to be physically active that integrate 
activity into daily lives. This is a proven way to increase the amount of physical activity that people do on a 
daily basis which, in turn brings about benefits to their physical and mental wellbeing. So, design and the 
application of active design principles becomes important. 

Green and blue space and mental wellbeing 

Having the opportunity to regularly recreate in/or near green and blue spaces has been proven to provide 

mental health benefits. Systematic reviews have revealed that increasing green space exposure could reduce 

the risk of depression, stress, and psychological distress and improve mood, emotional well-being, and mental 

health particularly in adolescents. Green space could reduce harmful exposures such as noise and air pollution 

in the neighbourhood and enhance psychological restoration, physical activity, social cohesion and sleep, 

which in turn lead to better mental well-being.  

Active Cities 

Nuku Ora would advocate for consideration of the Active Cities approach which is a global movement 

prioritising physical activity through the design of cities and towns in order to engage, maintain, and increase 

the number of citizens, regardless of age and ability, participating in physical activity.  

The Active Cities movement is aligned to the World Health Organisation’s (WHO) work on the Global Action 

Plan for Physical Activity and WHO’s more recent advocacy for including physical activity across many policy 

areas because of the increasingly credible evidence of its value and contribution to many different aspects of 

people’s lives. 

We would ask that in the development of housing and transport infrastructure in particular that there is some 
consideration of how design can support people in those communities to live active lives in order to improve 
their overall wellbeing i.e. not just living in the houses provided but thriving in the community that has been 
created around the houses. 

The diagram below summarises some of the evidence of the value of this approach. 
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Concluding statement 

Nuku Ora understands and supports the development of this strategy for the region. Our advocacy for using 
Active Cities to inform some of the thinking around the development of the region stems from the many 
examples we have seen where consideration of creating a supportive physical activity environment is an 
afterthought rather than integrated early in a development process. 

Our work is informed by a community-led approach to the design, development, and implementation of 
programmes in order to create the best value for communities in terms of their wellbeing which we would 
expect would also be a desired outcome for this work. We are also increasingly aware of the importance of 
placemaking and support the principles outlined in Appendix Three. Space and place are important aspects of 
a physically active community. 

We would be happy to discuss our submission further to talk about how provision for physical activity could be 
considered to maximise the opportunities provided through housing development and improved public 
transport offerings. 

Nga mihi 

Andrew Leslie 

Chief Executive, Nuku Ora 

 ) 
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Parvati Rotherham

From: futuredevelopmentstrategy
Sent: Thursday, 9 November 2023 4:43 pm
To: Felicity Wong; futuredevelopmentstrategy
Subject: RE: Submission on Draft FDS : Wellington’s Character Charitable Trust 

Hi Felicity, 

Thanks for your submission this email confirms receipt and we’ll review the submission in more detail over the 
coming week and be in touch to arrange speaking mes for those wishing to be heard. 

Thanks 
Parva  

-----Original Message----- 
From: Felicity Wong   
Sent: Thursday, November 9, 2023 3:54 PM 
To: futuredevelopmentstrategy <future.developmentstrategy@wrlc.org.nz> 
Subject: Submission on Dra  FDS : Wellington’s Character Charitable Trust  

> A short submission on the Dra  FDS follows from Wellington’s Character Charitable Trust (WCCT):
>
> The map reproduced on pages 12 and 29 (“Wai Toitu Areas Protected from New Development”) is not complete 
and accordingly is inaccurate. 
>  
> It omits an important area of current legal protec on.  The area of Motu Kairangi/Wa s Peninsular/Miramar 
Peninsular is inaccurately omi ed from the areas of protec on (and thus appears to be an area of urban 
development). 
>  
> The area is currently protected as open space in the Wellington District Plan, and included as such in the “proposed 
district plan” on which submissions have been made. 
>  
> Hearings and decisions are yet to be made on those submissions about the site.  It is a  considerably large and 
significant area and it is inappropriate to proceed to adopt the map in advance of the planning decisions. 
>  
> There is no difficulty with the map on page 17 which correctly iden fies the are as part of the “blue/green 
network”. 
> 
> The Trust wishes to be heard on 11 Dec (and will join with Historic Places Wellington, the separate submission of 
which WCCT supports).  There does not appear to have been a transparent process about the development of this 
map which did not include other local and key “stakeholders”. 
>  
> Regards, and Nga mihi 
> Felicity Wong
> WCCT Trustee
>
>
>
> 
> Sent from my iPhone
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Your details3

Contact details

First Name:         Michael                       

Last Name: Hall

Email address:                        

Postal address:  Level 1 / 1 Ghuznee St, Te Aro, Wellington

Phone:   

Is your feedback on behalf of an organisation or business*? (if yes, this confirms you have the 
authority to submit on the organisations behalf)   Yes   No?

Organisation Name Cannon Point Development Limited (I am acting as consultant planner on behalf of 
this organisation)

* Please include your full name, postal address, and email address. If your feedback is on
behalf of a group or organisation, you must include your organisation’s name and your role in 
the organisation.

Hearings
Do you wish to attend a hearing to present your submission during the hearings process during 
business hours beginning 11 December 2023?   Yes   No

If yes please indicate the most convenient location for you to be heard in order of preference4

  Monday 11th December – Wellington CBD –
Greater Wellington Regional Council, 100 Cuba Street

  Tuesday 12th December – Masterton –
Greater Wellington Regional Council, 34 Chapel Street

  Wednesday 13th December – Paraparaumu – 
Kapiti Coast District Council, 175 Rimu Road

  Online (we will send you a link)

If yes please ensure we have your email address and phone number.

3  Please note: We require your contact details. Your feedback, name and address are provided to decision makers. 
Your feedback, with your name only, will be available on our website. However, if requested, we may makefeedback, 
including contact details, publicly available. If you feel there are reasons why your contact details and/or feedback

should be kept confidential, please email: future.developmentstrategy@wrlc.org.nz.
A copy of the full privacy statement can be found online.

4 We will endeavour to accommodate your first preference. Dates and times will be confirmed once submissions 
close. Additional dates may be added depending on availability and need.
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These questions are optional but will help us understand which groups of the 
community are engaging with us.

What gender are you?

  Male   Female   Prefer not to say 

What age group do you belong to?

Which ethnic group(s) do you feel you belong to? (Please select as many as apply)

  Other   

  Samoan   Tongan

Indian   Chinese   Southeast Asian

Other (please specify):

Where in our region do you live?

  Coast

  Te Awa Kairangi ki Tai / Lower Hutt

  Porirua

  Te Awa Kairangi ki Uta / Upper Hutt

  Masterton

  Carterton

  South Wairarapa

  Wellington City

  Horowhenua

  I don’t live in any of these areas.

Would you like to subscribe to the WRLC newsletter?

  Yes   No

   

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

15–17   18–24   25–34   35–44

45–54   55–64 65–74   75+
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QUESTION 7: WHAT ELSE IS IMPORTANT TO YOU? 

Do you have any other feedback on the draft Future Development Strategy? 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Need more room? You can add more pages. 

For any questions, please email future.developmentstrategy@wrlc.org.nz 

Tell us more… 

See Attachment 1. 
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Wellington Regional Leadership Committee Secretariat
c/o Future Development Strategy Lead
PO Box 11646
Wellington 6011
Via email: future.developmentstrategy@wrlc.org.nz

09 November 2023

SUBMISSION ON THE WAIRARAPA-WELLINGTON-HOROWHENUA DRAFT FUTURE 
DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY BY CANNON POINT DEVELOPMENT LIMITED

Dear Future Strategy Development Team,

Please find attached a submission by Cannon Point Development Limited on the Wairarapa-Wellington-
Horowhenua Draft Future Development Strategy including completed submission form and full submission. 

Please contact me in the first instance, should you wish to discuss the submission.

Regards, 

Michael Hall,  
On behalf of Cannon Point Development Limited

M I C H A E L  H A L L

URBAN SPACES LEAD

m:   e:    w: www.awa.kiwi 
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ATTACHMENT 1: Cannon Point Development Limited Submission on 
the Wairarapa-Wellington- Future Development 
Strategy 
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Appendix 1: Cannon Point Development . 
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Appendix 2: Example of Design Development  
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Cannon Point  Stage 3  Site Layout Masterplan | Align 25

W S D :  W E T L A N D

     
       

Figure 37 - Sketch: Central Wetland  
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Proposed re-zoning of Cannon Point pursuant to , 
PC50-Rural Review -
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Appendix 4: Pre-
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Appendix 5: Proposed 
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Website:  www.historicplaceswellington.orgEmail: wgtn@historicplacesaotearoa.org.nz
Mail:P.O. Box 12426Wellington 6144

9 November 2023

Historic Places Wellington makes the following submission on the Draft Future 
Development Strategy.

1. Historic Places Wellington is an incorporated society which aims to promote the
identification and protection of heritage places in the Wellington region and inform the
public of their significance. I am the Chair of the Society’s Committee.

2. We wish to be heard by the WRLC Hearings Subcommittee on Monday 11 December.

3. Our submission generally supports the background information in the draft FDS, and
makes the following specific comments.

4. In relation to Question 3, about prioritising housing development near strategic transport
hubs and routes, we note that many of Wellington’s oldest buildings are in those areas
following earlier patterns of urban development of our city. It is important to recognise and
respect areas of heritage and character in those places and collaborate with the people of
those places in designing and encouraging appropriate development.

5. The specific areas of high cultural value along the LGWM MRT Corridor include the
Wellington CBD, and the old inner suburbs of Thorndon, Mount Victoria, Mount Cook,
Newtown and Berhampore. HPW does not support the Wellington Spatial Plan (referred to
in Appendix 2 of the draft FDS) as it was adopted by slim majority vote by Wellington City
Council in mid-2022 despite much controversy and more than 3000 submissions, the
majority of which were disregarded.

6. Additionally, there are many other specific sites of interest identified in the Wellington
District Plan and in other planning documents for the Wellington regional area (including
important sites in areas of green space or subject to the Crown disposal process), and others
identified by Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga.

7. In relation to Question 4 we support the acknowledgment of the need “to protect the
places we love”, and in particular by avoiding development in “areas of high cultural value”.

8. We support the proposal identified in Question 4, and its recognition of areas of high
cultural value having a specific acknowledgement in the FDS.
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9. We particularly support Principle 6 of the Placemaking Principles in Appendix 3 to the 
FDS, “Fit with Local Landscape, and Natural and Historic Heritage”, given the importance of 
character, histories and heritage to placemaking. 
 
10. We were disappointed not to be invited to participate in any engagement about 
developing the FDS and wish to make further specific comments in due course. 
 
Regards and nga mihi 
 
 
Felicity Wong 
HPW Committee Chair 
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Page 2 of 3

land that is not proposed to be addressed, but rather dealt with as part of the next Future Development 

Strategy in 6 years' time.3

7. Bunnings strongly supports a Draft FDS that encourages and enables efficient land use, but not all land uses

can be appropriately provided for through infill.  Bunnings stores need large lot sizes to operate with 

convenient access to arterial roads, which are often located in industrial areas, and need to provide sufficient 

land area for parking (as many products cannot realistically be carried by hand or taken on public transport).  

These needs are typical of other trade supply and industrial manufacturing activities.  If these activities cannot 

be provided for, they will locate elsewhere.

8. With commercial, residential, and industrial land uses competing for existing land supply through infill 

development, unless managed carefully this also contributes to reverse sensitivity effects, inflated land prices, 

and pressure on existing infrastructure.

More nuanced approach required in the identification of urban areas

9. The Draft FDS identifies large areas as either Wāhi Toitū (areas to be protected from new development) or

Wāhi Toiora (areas where future development must be carefully managed to ensure values are protected, 

and risks mitigated).4 While a nuanced approach to land development is supported and should be provided 

for in the Draft FDS through Wāhi Toiora, there appears to be substantial overlap between Wāhi Toitū and 

Wāhi Toiora areas. 

10. Wāhi Toitū should only be reserved for areas that are incapable of being developed (for example due to 

significant natural hazard risk), and the Draft FDS should recognise that there may be other areas appropriate 

for urban development that can contribute to well-functioning urban environments, natural hazard risks can 

be avoided or managed, and infrastructure servicing can be delivered (through for example private funding).  

The Draft FDS needs to be responsive enough that these types of opportunities can be explored and, where 

it can be demonstrated they are appropriate, delivered.

11. A more nuanced approach to the identification of urban growth areas has the added benefit of providing more

guidance for district councils as to the location of particular land uses, in terms of informing zoning decisions 

to provide for appropriate residential, commercial, and industrial development.  While the Draft FDS identifies 

where urban land can/cannot be located, it does not consider (even at a macro level) the compatibility of 

different urban land uses (eg residential, commercial, industrial), and whether there are benefits or problems 

generated by their co-location.

12. As the Draft FDS will only be revised every 6 years, it needs to be agile enough to respond to changing growth 

pressures, and demand for potential land use over time so that it does not constrain, rather than facilitate

future development.  That approach is consistent with Policy 8 of the NPS-UD, which expressly recognises 

3 Draft Wairarapa-Wellington-Horowhenua Future Development Strategy, page 44. 
4 Draft Wairarapa-Wellington-Horowhenua Future Development Strategy, pages 29-31.
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the need to be responsive to change, and be amenable to unanticipated or out-of-sequence developments 

that provide significant development capacity and contribute a well-functioning urban environment and are

well-connected to transport corridors.5 While a well prepared, high quality FDS should mean fewer "out-of-

sequence" developments, the Draft FDS should not preclude such development where it can be demonstrated 

that infrastructure servicing can be provided, is privately funded, and is contributing to well-functioning urban 

environments.

Relief sought

13. Bunnings:

(a) supports the retention of areas already identified for urban development in the Draft FDS; and

(b) seeks amendments to the Draft FDS to:

(i) provide a clearer delineation between Wāhi Toitū/Wāhi Toiora areas;

(ii) limit the areas identified as Wāhi Toitū only to areas where development is incapable of 

being delivered; and

(c) provide greater certainty as to the types of urban activities (eg residential, commercial, industrial)

anticipated in broadly identified urban areas, including any additional areas identified as 

appropriate for urban development through the Draft FDS submission process.

Next steps

14. Bunnings would be open to engaging further with the Committee on the matters raised in this submission if 

that would assist the Committee.  If there is an opportunity to speak to the submission, Bunnings would also 

be willing to do so.

Bryce Hutchison
Head of Property - NZ
Bunnings Limited

5 NPS-UD, Policy 8.  
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1 Ngaio Rd, Waikanae 5036
PO Box 370, Waikanae 5250

04-902-6161
landlink.co.nz Library/Planning/Future Development Strategy 2023

9 November 2023 

By email:  future.developmentstrategy@wrlc.org.nz

Submitter:  Landlink Ltd

Attention: Paul Turner (Director)
Email: paul@landlink.co.nz
Postal address: P O Box 370, Waikanae
Phone: 04 902 6161

I wish to be heard:  at Paraparaumu (KCDC, 175 Rimu Road) on Wednesday 13 
December

Landlink is based on the Kāpiti Coast.

Thank you the opportunity to provide feedback on the draft Future Development Strategy 
(FDS).  Landlink are a Kāpiti-based land development consultancy.  We have operated in 
this area for over 30 years. 

We are concerned with the process and assumptions that underly the FDS, together with 
the rigid approach that it promotes.   

Consultation   

We have concerns with the nature of the consultation process for the FDS.  

We find the nature of Questions 1 – 6 of the Feedback Form leading and inappropriate 
for a genuine consultation process.   

A consultation timeframe of 1 month for a document that is intended to fairly rigidly frame 
what development can and can’t occur across the region is too short.    
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There has been very limited advertisement/promotion of the FDS to ensure that 
ratepayers are even aware that it exists.  Most ratepayers of the region will be unaware of 
the document and that it significantly changes the long term planning/growth strategy 
work that their local authority will have undertaken. 

The development community has not been consulted as is required by clauses 3.15 (f) 
and  3.21(1)(a) of the National Policy Statement for Urban Development. 

The principles of consultation require encouragement of persons who will or may be 
affected by, or have an interest in, a matter to be encouraged to present their views.  This 
has not occured.  

 

Timing of Release  

Releasing a FDS of this nature 1 week prior to a central government election, when the 
opposition (who are now the government) had made clear statements around their views 
and intent on areas of prime importance to the content and direction of the FDS, is an 
irresponsible use of rate-payer and tax-payer funds.  The incoming government had 
made clear statements of direction contrary to key drivers of the FDS as it is currently 
drafted,  including: 

the direction to release greenfields land for development 

the removal of Land Use Capability 3 (LUC3) land from the definition of Highly 
Productive Land (which would have a significant consequential effect on the 
constraints mapping which informs the FDS) 

allowing individual Local Authorities the discretion as to whether to have Medium 
Densitiy Housing be a Permited Activity in its district 

disestablishing Let’s Get Wellington Moving.   

We strongly disagree with the WRLC view that it is of no consequence what party/s form 
the goverment.  While regional and urban planning must continue through looming 
elections, it is an irresponsible use of tax-payer and rate-payer funding to develop and 
release a document of this natrue so close to an election, particulary when the opposing 
– and polling favourite – party has expressed clear contrary direction.   

 

Constraints Mapping 

The constraints mapping used to help determine the areas proposed for development 
(and conversely the areas where development will be made very difficult) is not 
acceptable.  Diagrams 5 and 6 are provided at such a small scale that it is difficult, if not 
imposible, to determine if a particular piece of land is Wāhi Toitū (protected from 
development), or is Wāhi Toiora ( an area that we need to go carefully in).  In some areas 
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the two diagrams contradict one another.  There is no way to zoom in on or interogate 
these maps as to why particular areas are seen as unsuitable for development. 

The Constraints Mapping Report that informs the FDS likewise provides mapping at an 
unreadable scale.  As mentioned, LUC3 soils are included as a constraint on these maps 
when the incoming government have made it clear that these soils will be removed from 
the definition of Highly Productive Soils.   

The Constraints Mapping Report states that it is intended for spatial planning purposes 
only and not intended as a substitute to local level assessments of constraints and 
values.  It then goes on to say that the Wāhi Toitū areas it has identified are to be 
protected from urban development.  This appears to be a contradiction within the report.   

The principles of consultation require that persons who may be affected by, or have an 
interest in, a matter be provided with reasonable access to relevant information and in a 
format that is apropriate.  This has not occurred.     

 

Housing Availability 

As depicted in Figure 1.8 of the Housing and Business Development Capacity 
Assessment (September 2023), the Future Development Strategy significantly leans on 
the adoption of medium-density infill housing. However, Landlink has reservations 
regarding the analytical assumptions and the scarcity of detailed information used to 
estimate the reasonably expected realisable housing capacity. 

Figure 1.8 from the Housing and Business Development Capacity  Assessment, September 2023 
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For instance: 

Plan Enabled Capacity: While this element appears straightforward, clarity is 
needed on the assumed area per dwelling for various housing types in different 
localities. 

Feasibility:  The model assumes a standard 20% profit margin to denote 
feasibility.  However, detailed insights into the cost assumptions that inform this 
figure are lacking. 

Realisable housing capacity: 

- Human Behaviour: The realisable capacity assessment posits that landowners 
will engage in development when a specific profit margin threshold is 
achieved. This view simplifies the diverse motivations of property owners, 
implying a uniform response to profit incentives. While adjusting the feasibility 
baseline profit margin might account for risk aversion, it is worth noting that 
behavioural economics challenges the notion that individuals invariably solely 
make decisions based on economic utility maximisation. The question 
remains: How does the model realistically account for human behavioural 
factors divergent from strict utility maximisation? The conversion rate from 
feasible to realisable, suggested at approximately 64%, may be overly 
optimistic.  

- Finance: The shift towards smaller infill projects within existing urban spaces 
brings unique financing hurdles. These initiatives typically necessitate a 
greater initial capital outlay, given the intricate build designs that go beyond 
preparing a vacant plot. Moreover, these projects may not appeal to lenders in 
the same way as larger, more stable greenfield developments do, especially 
when undertaken by nascent developers who might be viewed as less 
established by financial institutions. Considering these factors, does the model 
robustly account for potential fluctuations in interest rates and the overall 
availability of capital? The resilience of the proposed infill housing capacity 
under varying economic conditions needs careful examination to ensure the 
assumptions of the model remain viable, even in less favourable financial 
conditions.

- Private Sector Capability: The viability of realisable smaller infill developments 
hinges on a thorough assessment of the private sector's capacity. While the 
Implementation Plan is expected to address this competency gap, as 
discussed in the webinar sessions, it remains unclear how these 
considerations have been integrated into the infill targets set forth in the FDS. 
For the projected housing capacity to be realistic and attainable, it is essential 
that the plan reflects a comprehensive understanding of the private sector's 
actual capabilities. Absent this consideration, the FDS's expectations for 
realisable housing may not be grounded in the current market reality. 
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It is our understanding that the reported capacity numbers have not been consulted on 
with the development community.  This is not only a sensible step in this market, but also 
a requirement of clauses 3.15 (f) and 3.21(1)(a) of the National Policy Statement for 
Urban Development.   

 

Rigidity of Approach 

The FDS prioritises development in the following order: 

a. Areas of importance to iwi for development. 

b. Areas along strategic public transport network corridors with good access to 
employment, education and ‘active mode connections’ such as walking, cycling, 
scootering and skateboarding. 

 c. Priority Development Areas 

d. Within existing rural towns around current and proposed public transport nodes and 
strategic active mode connections. 

e. Greenfield developments that are well connected to existing urban areas in our towns 
and cities and can be easily serviced by existing and currently planned infrastructure, 
including by public and active transport modes, and where the location and design would 
maximise climate and natural hazard resilience. 

The FDS does not support development that does not meet these priorities. 

Therefore, any greenfield development of any scale that does not fit all the criteria at e.) 
would be refused if considered against the FDS, regardless of its suitability to provide for 
the purpose and principles of the RMA when considered on its individual site 
circumstances and merits. 

We consider this to be a very rigid and unsatisfactory approach, particularly given the 
broad-brush level of spatial planning/constraints mapping that has been undertaken to 
create the FDS. 

 

Conclusion 

The FDS is written in such a manner that it firmly identifies where development will be 
extremely difficult, and this is much of the region.  However, the mapping process that 
sits behind this is not appropriate to that approach.  

The details of the data and assumptions used in the modelling for the HBA are unknown 
and the reported level of uptake of infill housing unlikely in our view.  Satisfactory 
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consultation with the development community as required by the NPS-UD has not 
occurred.   

The consultation with the community that has been undertaken is inadequate and not in 
keeping with the principles of consultation that should be adhered to.  The timing of the 
release of the FDS is inappropriate and an inefficient use of public funds when the now 
government is seeking a different direction.    

For a document that will strongly influence the development of the region and the District 
Plans, and other resource managment documents that will sit underneath it, the process 
to develop it has been less that satisfactory.   

 

Paul Turner 
Director 
Landlink Ltd 
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9 November 2023 

By email:  future.developmentstrategy@wrlc.org.nz 

Submi er:  Mark McIntyre on behalf of myself and the other owners of 12 Waitohu Valley
Road, Ōtaki

Email:   
Phone:  04 902 6161 

I wish to be heard:  at Paraparaumu (KCDC, 175 Rimu Road) on Wednesday 13 December 

I am based:  on the Kāpi  Coast  

Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback on the dra  Future Development Strategy (FDS).  

I am an owner of 12 Waitohu Valley Road (Lot 2 DP 59205), a 7.1ha property immediately adjoining 
the exis ng General Residen al Zone on the north-eastern side of Ōtaki. The property is within an 
area iden fied as a 'medium-priority greenfield growth area' by Kāpi  ’s Growth Strategy 'Te tupu Pai 
- Growing Well'.  It is currently zoned Rural Produc on.

Figure One:  12 Waitohu Valley Road, in the context of the Kāpi  Coast District Plan 

I believe that it is appropriate for this property/area to be included in the Priority Development Area 
for Ōtaki.  It is a perfect area of land for the provision of much needed affordable housing to both 
Ōtaki and wider Wellington Region.    

The property is located on a Major Community Connector Road (Waitohu Valley Road) and 
immediately adjacent to the General Residen al Zone.  The area is enclosed, situated between the 
General Residen al Zone, the Rural Lifestyle Zone and the old State Highway One, a Main Road.   
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Waitohu School is located immediately across the road and the Ōtaki main road CBD less than 1km 
away. 

The site is on the strategic transport network with easy access to Ōtaki train sta on and CBD. 

Being closely enclosed by residen al and lifestyle residen al zones and proper es, makes the future 
use of the land for primary produc on purposes unlikely. 

While a por on of the land may be Land Use Capability 1 (LUC1), this is a narrow and non-cohesive 
strip of LUC1 land, separated from the larger area of LUC1 land to the east by the residen al and 
lifestyle residen al lands that bound it.  Of note the area of LUC1 land to the south has been 
included within the Ōtaki Priority Development Area.  I do not mean to say that this area should not 
be developed; but rather that the area including my land between the residen al and lifestyle zones 
on Waitohu Valley Road should also be within the Ōtaki Priority Development Area.  

My land and surrounds on Waitohu Valley Road have areas of Flood Hazard (Ponding) as does the 
area marked as a Priority Development Area.  These can be overcome by appropriate design and 
density.   

There are exis ng water supply and wastewater services immediately adjacent to the area. The 
expansion of the lifestyle residen al zone would be an alterna ve scenario if u lity capacity was an 
issue.   

The site is highly suitably for residen al development and to do so would be in keeping with, and 
giving effect to, the Vision and Strategic Direc on of the FDS.    

 

Constraints Mapping 

I have struggled to understand the Constraints Mapping, par cularly given the very small scale at 
which it is provided.  For example, these excerpts from Diagram 5 - Wāhi Toitū and Diagram 6 - Wāhi 
Toiora, seem to illustrate our property as both Wāhi Toitū and Wāhi Toiora.   

 

Figure Two:  Excerpt from Diagram 5 of the FDS 
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Figure Three:  Excerpt from Diagram 6 of the FDS 

 

And then addi onally to that Diagram 10 shows the yellow Priority Development Area over some of 
the areas that Diagram 5 says are Wāhi Toitū (areas protected from new development). 

 

 

Figure Four:  Excerpt from Diagram 10 of the FDS 

 

The inflexible language and presenta on of the FDS, and in par cular the explicit non-support for 
developments that are not included in the list of five areas that will be priori sed for development 
(refer Diagram 7 of the FDS) is of concern to us as landowners.  This is par cularly so given the lack of 
informa on provided on constraints and how they have been determined for any par cular area.   

 

Outcome Sought 

We seek that our land at 12 Waitohu Valley Road be included in the Ōtaki Priority Development Area 
and believe that to do so is in keeping with, and gives effect to, the Vision and Strategic Direc on of 
the FDS.    

 

Mark McIntyre 
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Figure 1. The Peka Peka Farm Ltd landholding.  
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“The main proposal in this draft Future Development Strategy is to concentrate most of our  development 
in existing urban areas in our towns and cities with good current and future transport  links.” 

“Whilst we understand that District Plans allow for development outside these prioritised areas, the 
Future Development Strategy does not support development that does not meet these prioritised 
areas. 

… 

Over the next 30 years we expect 82% of our housing development to be in brownfield areas and 18% to 
be in greenfield areas.” 

“… 
(b) it is consistent with the Wellington Region Future Development Strategy or, if the Future  Development 

Strategy has not been notified, the regional or local strategic growth or development  framework or strategy 
that describes where and how future development will occur in that district or  region. 

…”
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 I do not support the proposal because it is not strong enough. I wish to see 
the FDS apply the three initiatives (1-3) in the Talk Wellington post.     

Q5: limit or avoid development… 

I do not support this proposal as it seems unlikely that public subsidy will be 
withdrawn for slated greenfield areas.  If it were to be, I would support this 
proposal.  

Q6: iwi and hapu values and aspirations 

I support these and the FDS would do well to take on their ambition.  

Q7: what else is important:  

It’s crucial that we take this opportunity to forward plan our urban spaces to 
best meet the needs of people and the environment. 
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Wellington Regional Leadership Committee
c/- Greater Wellington Regional Council
submitted electronically via Have Your Say

9 November 2023

Submission on the Future Development Strategy 

Horowhenua District Council supports the Greater Wellington Region’s Future Development Strategy 
(FDS).  We appreciate the opportunity to be included in this FDS, in recognition of our relationship to the 
Greater Wellington region and our previous inclusion in the Wellington Regional Growth Framework.  We 
expect that this relationship will only grow as a result of the planned Ōtaki to North of Levin extension to 
the Northern Corridor, as the road becomes safer and travel times decrease.

We support the overarching strategic direction of the Draft FDS.  Planning for future growth in a co-
ordinated and integrated manner is important to achieve sustainable development in our District. 
Identifying priority areas so that future residential and business growth, and the social and physical 
infrastructure needed to support it can be directed and encouraged towards areas that are well located in 
terms of existing settlements, existing services and public transport, where available, is an appropriate 
means to do this.  We note that the Horowhenua District is currently under-serviced by public transport 
and support any measures to increase our current services.

We support identifying constraints and land that isn’t suitable for future development, and directing future 
growth away from such areas.  Similarly, we support  providing  infrastructure such as stormwater, 
wastewater, drinking water, road, rail, cycleways, electricity and social infrastructure such as schools and 
hospitals in the most well-functioning and cost-efficient ways possible.  

We support Te Tirohanga Whakamua, the statement of iwi and hapū values and aspirations for urban 
development in our Region.  As Te Tirohanga Whakamua was created by WRLC iwi members, including 
those representing our iwi partners in the Horowhenua District, we support its inclusion in informing the 
development of the Draft Future Development Strategy.

We note however, that whilst we have three areas within the Levin area identified for future urban growth 
in the Draft FDS, that we may seek to grow our towns and settlements outside of the areas identified in 
the Draft FDS.  We have had high rates of growth over the past ten years, and have recently re-adopted 
the 95th percentile Sense Partners growth estimates as the basis for our Long Term Plan 2024-2044 
projections.  Growth at this level means that we may seek to grow settlements which were not able to be 
included in the Draft FDS as they do not meet the threshold for being ‘urban’ areas in terms of the NPS-
UD (ie those settlements with a population of under 10,000 people) or we may seek to direct 
development to parts of Levin not identified in the Draft FDS.  As a District, we have room to grow – flat 
land that is relatively unconstrained in terms of Natural Hazards, and our Growth Strategy has 
proactively identified a number of growth areas that may be suitable for growth within a ten year horizon.  

Furthermore, Horowhenua District Council wishes to affirm that ultimately, our District is shaped by our 
District Plan and the associated rules, which will determine the type of activities that can establish within 
our District.  Whilst land may be identified for future residential and business land growth in the Draft 
FDS, Horowhenua District Council will seek to ensure that commercial and industrial activities in 
particular are prioritised within the business areas.  Given the long-term negative social effects of some 
of the government institutions that have historically been located in our District, we will prioritise industrial 
and commercial activities within our identified business areas over any other activities being provided for. 
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We wish to be heard in relation to this submission. 
 
 
 
Yours Sincerely 

 
David Allan 
Deputy Mayor 
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a w a  e n v i r o n me n t a l  l i mi t e d    |    1 G h u z n e e  S t r e e t ,  T e  A r o ,  We l l i n g t o n    |    w w w . aw a . k i w i

Wellington Regional Leadership Committee Secretariat
c/o Future Development Strategy Lead
PO Box 11646
Wellington 6011
Via email: future.developmentstrategy@wrlc.org.nz

09 November 2023

SUBMISSION ON THE WAIRARAPA- WELLINGTON-HOROWHENUA DRAFT FUTURE 
DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY BY THE GUILDFORD TIMBER COMPANY LTD. 

Dear Future Strategy Development Team,

Please find attached a submission by the Guildford Timber Company Ltd on the Wairarapa-Wellington-
Horowhenua Draft Future Development Strategy including completed submission form and full submission. 
We have also provided three appendix’s to this submission which are contained in the hyperlink below due 
to file size. 

Regarding the hearing GTC would like to present to the hearings committee, preferably from the 
Wellington location. 

Please contact me in the first instance, should you wish to discuss the submission.

https://www.dropbox.com/t/cE2e8sD3MPaaoSCo

Regards, 

Michael Hall,  
On behalf of the Guildford Timber Company Ltd

M I C H A E L  H A L L

URBAN SPACES LEAD

m:   e    w: www.awa.kiwi 
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 Guildford Timber Company Ltd Submission on the Wairarapa-Wellington-Horowhenua  
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Guildford Timber Company Submission on the Wairarapa- Wellington-
Strategy – P Part 2 detailed submission.  
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11

Figure 1. 2007 Masterplan by SKM.
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Figure 2. 
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Figure 3 .
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Figure 4. E .
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Figure 5. .
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Figure . 
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Figure 7. .
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Figure 8. .
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Figure 9. 
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